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He managed to lay her on u comfortable pile of ragged clothing and
Mir Jan ofthen resumed his vigil.
fered to mount guard beneath, but
.leaks bade him go within the cave and
remain there, for the dawn would soon
tie upon them.
Left alone with his thoughts, be won·
dered what the rising sun would bring
He reviewed the events
in its train.
of tl-o last twenty-four hours. Iris and
lie-Miss I Jestne. Mr. Jenks. to each
,,{her—were then undiscovered in their
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reand
promptly
etc., neatly
Me.
ocrat. Parle,
will be paying more for beef or eating
,η ι water piping doae to order,
jlrt·
lees of i( in the near future, has come
true
sooner than I had expected.
l> P\KK,
Have Lnrger Fields.
» l.'SKKT
So far they have not decided to eal
less of it. I am not sure they may not,
Licensed Auctioneer,
WKKD ΟΓΤ THE UN PROFITABLE COWS. because they had some discipline in this
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I I I'VKIS.
during the summer and fall of 1902,
r-ruie Moderate.
wheu good beef was so scarce, and
(W\ C. Whitman, Turner Center, Mc., In New
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again last summer during the strike at
Kuji.au'l Farmer )
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There are some
centres.
Among the many things farmers have the packing
an l Counsellor· at Law,
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which might put good beef on a
t<> content! with in New England, we factors
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and fall than
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summer
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have tirst, Nature. The laud is more or higher level this
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it was in 1!H)2. In that season beef was
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less
and
Our
in
fathers
Parket
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rough
stony.
Ralph
there was then,
,r.-, it l!t- ee.
their efforts to better their condition scarce enough, but
Jenks swariucd halfway up the lada far larger reserve of
have many times piled these stones into without doubt,
der.
y,
L. BICK,
which could be quickly warmed
fences dividing the land into small lots. feeders
"Yes, Iris," lie said.
is
there
than
of
beef
some
kind
into
I remember hearing them say when 1 up
Surgeon Dentist,
"I am not sure, but I imagine somenow.
in
the
country
was a boy, "to get the stones out of the
MAINE.
I II PARIS,
thick beef thing moved among the hushes behind
that
the
fact
Hesities
good,
way." As nearly all farm operations is scarce at this
t work warranted.
\
time, I believe it has the house."
were then carried on by hand labor these
since the country was
"All right, dear. I will keep a sharp
interior fences were not so serious au been many years
.is short on feeders of good weight as
κ m iv Jones,
lookout. Can you hear us talkiug?"
obstruction as they now are. The man
much
corn
how
so that, no matter
with the hoe could not cultivate large now:
"Hardly. Will you be long?"
Dentist,
we have on hand or raise this season, it
areas but he could easily transport the
"Another minute."
or
no
that
would
oversupply
appear
MAINE.
hoe from place to place; so the practice
ν .«WAY.
lie descended and told Mir Jan what
even normal supply of beef could be
of.cultivating small patches of laud here
Ili nr—9 to 12—1 to 4.
the miss sahib said. The native was
»»!■
to
come.
in
months
many
aud there as chance might direct has produced
This country is so big in all its in- about to make a search when Jenks
been handed dowu to the present time,
11.» WiM>l>Bl'RY, Α.Μ M
so fast that
stopped him.
labor terests, and we move along
a time of great scarcity of farm
"Ilere"—he handed the man his reany one is able to tell "where
making necessary the use of machinery scarcely
Phj-sician and Surgeon,
we are at" until we are in it, and more volver—"!
suppose you can use this?'
in every farm operation possible. "The
MAINE,
s. .1 Ml PARIS,
often past it.
Mir Jan took it without a word, and
man with the hoe'1 and the method of
Street.
fowl
and
the
meat
resilience, 12 Ulnh
The truth is as to
the past are obsolete. This is the age
Jenks felt that the incident atoned for
and fish supply, we have at least enterof machinery. That it may be used sucof
previous unworthy doubts of his dark
midst
in
the
l· -MITII,
are
nut
if
we
already
ed,
cessfully iuterior feuces and other ob- old
country conditions. None of these friend's honesty. The Mohammedan
so that the
removed
be
must
structions
at
Law,
Attorney
are likely to be so plenty and so cheap cautiously examined the back of the
distauce we may drive our machines
MAINE,
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h>use. the neighboring shrubs and the
the amount of as in the past.
limited
be
shall
only
by
Collections a Specialty.
i.
k.
In a big, new, rich country, sparsely open beach. After a brief absence he
our arable land and instead of cultivatsettled, there is at first plenty of wild
has ever
ing so inauy small scattered pieces of meat—buffalo, antelope, deer, squirrels, reported all safe, yet no man
ICI< Κ Λ l'ARK.
been nearer death and escaped it than
laud have the area under cultivation if
rabbits and fish and fowl of every
possible in one piece and save the in- jack
Attorneys at Law,
It is he during that reconnoissance. He. too,
to afford an ample supply.
numerable turnings of the teams and the kind,
and
MAINE.
since we were in that condition forgot that the Dyaks were foxes,
not
lit.THKL,
long
to
place
moving implements from place
EUery C. Park.
in many parts of this country. That foxes can lie close when hounds are a
\
'«on K. derrick.
small
the
made obligatory by
many
supply has gone. Following the cheap trifle stale.
plots.
and cheap feed of every kind, it
Mir Jan returned the revolver.
I ΊΙΝ s. (lAKLOW,
In our community the keeping of live pasture
was natural that the domestic supply
"Sahib," he said, with another sastock is the base of all our agriculture.
it
has
Now
furnished
be
could
at
Law,
cheaply.
Attorney
laam. "I am a disgraced man. but if
Th·) custom is almost universal here to
MAINE.
come about that the domestic supply
I► : \KIELD,
keep all the animals our land will main- will cost much more in this country, you will take me up there with you I
tain and those creatures save the necesof will fij;ht by your side until both my
w
U'KIMIT Λ WHEELER,
stock, just as it does in the older countries
I am weary of
arms are hacked off.
sary teams are almost holly dairy
word.
the
the cream going to the creameries.
Ill chance threw me inso I say again with more confi- these thieves.
And
our
gets
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, Everyday the cream collector
dence than before, that meat of every to their company. I will have no more
cream and leaves a record of the amount
SOl'TH PARIS, MAINE.
the kind, if the people continue to consume of them. If you will not have me on
month
of
the
end
the
taken. At
Wheeler.
Alton
C.
it in normal quantity, or in such quan- the rock, give me a gun. 1 will hide
■_·* S. Wright.
creamery man reports the percentage of
tity as they have been used to consume among the trees, and I promise that
two
the
and
cream
tho
in
put
found
fat
so
of it, will cost more because it costs
the
some of them shall die tonight before
us
earnings
gross
together give
much more to produce it.—Cor. in
assertion
the
venture
We
our herds.
they find me. For the honor of the
Farmer.
Tribune
that uot one in ten of our dairymen ever
regiment, sahib, do not refuse this
stops to compare this sum with the cost
All I ask is if your honor esthing.
Work.
and
We carry a good line of
Horse
The
of keeping the herd, aud knows whether
that you will write to Kurnal
It was agricultural employment that capes
the business is run at a profit or a loss.
of I-shpence-sahib and tell him the last
Would it uot be well for us to give this reduced the horse to the degradation
form and movement, and the act of Mir Jan, corporal in R troop."
matter some attention? Granting that an ox-like
lie
him for that. In
Jenks was profoundly moved.
the balauce of the account is on the aucieuts never used
it was unlawful to reflected how best to utilize the servright side maj we not by judicious selec- Wales for centuries
draw a plow. The Welsh, ices of this willing volunteer without
tion make the herd more profitable'.' use a horse to
have known
Cows vary widely in the amount of milk who had tine horses, must
exposing him to certain death in the
milk that agricultural
employment would manner suggested. The native misinproduced and the quality of the while
in
and
horse's
the
the
speed
as
shape
as
quantity;
spoil
varies
widely
Our line of
terpreted his silence.
the better ones pay a good prolit the time.
"I am not a rascal, sahib," lie exThe plow was left to the ox, in the
other eud of the herd is kept at a loss,
was reserved claimed proudly. "I only killed a man
the poor eating up the earnings of the middle ages, and the horse
He became a because"—
good. The scales aud the Habcock for war and pleasure.
"Listen, Mir Jan. You cannot well
machines, if used, will tell us which true nobleman in bis characteristics.
In larger than ever before.
members of tho herd are bread w inners The thrifty Germans and Frenchmen mend what you have said. The Dyaks,
the
and
at
to
him
the
last,
plow
aud which are boarders. Hut Babcock brough
you are sure, will not come before
Prices Reasonable.
and Percheron are
testers are almost as scarce in our com- ox-like Clydesdale
morning?"
backs.
result.
toads'
the
on
munity as feathers
"They have carried the wounded to
The ideal horse is the spare beast
Our institute workers and dairy instructthe boats and are making the lad·
on his back,
man
a
to
trie*!
carries
aud
that
us
with
spare
labored
ors have
*
have us use better business methods, to the Arab in sooth. Nothing like this
ever produced elsewhere in
South Paris, Maine.
use these simple aud inexpensive ma- creature was
chines and weed out our unprofitable antiquity, and it will take free and wild
stock; but for the most part "the seed people to develop such a creature again.
If the ideal horse is developed by behas fallen on stony grouud." We say,
in effect, that it is some trouble and the ing ridden by a spare man of free
counsel is unheeded. Which is the more habits, and never worked otherwise, it
did not
in
trouble, to weigh and test each cow's may be asked why our Indians
milk a few times each month or to pro- develop an Arabian horse. The answer
duce aud harvest crops to maintain ani- is plaiu. They never had time.
They caught the descendants of the
mals that are kept at a loss? If all the
had run wild.
uuprolitablc cows iu our town should be Spanish horse which horses
originally,
sent to the butchers thousands of dol- These had been good
in armor,
lars would be saved to the dairymen but they had had to carry men
and were not of the speediest type.
each year.
In the wild condition they became
ALSO
t'llr UWU UUU SUIIVUUUIil^
I
and were somewhat reduced in
large producers of fruit, mainly apples. shabby
and
Cement sidewalks made in 18
Thousands of barrels are yearly shipped size, probably by insufficient food on
the Indians,
ch squares for $1.25 pfcr square to market from these towns. We Lave arid plaius. As ridden by
24
<»f timber suitable they developed staying powers which
abundant
order.
supplies
to
made
.1
!.
Cement steps
If
for cooperate but the stock from which were enormous and unexampled.
South Paris, Maine.
most- the Indians had bred them for a couple
<>ur apple barrels are made comes
the farmers of ceuturies before they were interfered
ly from the west and costs
have developwhen ready for use about 40 cents per with, they would probably
HOLLISTCR S
barrel, while were our timber utilized ed a beast not unlike the Arabian.
Tea
What will be the typical American
hr:r, y
the cost would be at least one-third less.
A bu-«Y Melioine for Baij Pecplo.
Hut in spite of all our bad practices horse, uative and of long American
when it is developed? The
•J OolJea Health and Renev.od Vigor.
and poor business methods we do pro- parentage,
the World's answer is easy. It will be a kind of comlti>li^astiOU. Ll*e
visited
ili -f rC.»n
A
We
gress slowly.
·. ΐ; .ulile·-. PimplfH. Eczema, Impure
St. Louis last fall and as we bined trotter and harvester-puller.
.1 *; ■··.;·Ii. Sliuv sti Bowels, H-'aduch·- fair at
We have already developed one horse
It'-i Iii-ky Mountuiu Tea in tul.- journeyed we observed the geueral ap"· (MM :« 1>·>*.
and we were sur- of that sort in the Morgan, but the
QmbIm niuile by
the
of
country
pearance
!1
and too small. He
Co sipan v, Nktliaoc, Win.
prised to η ite that the farmers living in Morgan was local
GJuOEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE the more favored western states do not, to could manage perfectly either a plow or
ever surpassed
the casual observer, show more thrift a sulky, ami no horse
but he lacked
than do the farmers of New Euglaud. him in spirit and courage,
Homo Laundry Our farm buildings are as good and our power.
If America's final contribution to the
as those of any secI.Niltc·' tVn«hhiK< Wanted.
crops as abundant
world's typical and national types of
tion we passed through.
M irt Waists and Skirts a
it will have
He drove the point in tlte yullct.
One thing we have which is unrivalled horses is a larger Morgan,
him.—New York
Work done in the best manner.
—the natural beauty of our scenery. done well iu producing
hills and Farmer.
ders. Such wus their talk when I left
34 IIill Street,
Every time we drive over the
natural
them."
South Paris.
valleys of New Kugland we see
We have pointed out some strange
no
"Will itiry not miss you?"
pictures, if we will, that not painter's
the
horse
the
of
business,
then
features
says
go
brush can equal. Let us
will miss the goatskin, salilb.
"They
the
of
In
seeYorker.
New
aud
Rural
spite
through life as one having eyes
It was the last lull one."
automobiles
of
cars,
increase
trolley
ing not. If our laud is somewhat rough
"Mir Jan, do us 1 bid and you shall
machines formerly drawn by
and our winters long and cold nature and other
ever used
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- offers iu compensation beautiful scenery, horses good animals are worth more see Delhi again. Have you
view of a Lee-Metford?"
In
find.
to
hard
and
that
than
ever
air
solicited.
vear.
Correspondence
pure water, and pure, bracing
would think that farmers
"1 have seen them, sahib, but I bethas developed a race equal to the mak- this, one
H. D. COLE,
of auy would raise more horses. We should ter understand the Mahtini."
ing of our New Knglaud the peer
Pond, Me.
more
or
naturally expect to find one
"I will give J'ou a rifle, with plenty
country we have ever seen.
12th, 1905.
colts on every good farm. Yet the great of ammunition. Do
you go inside the
their
majority of eastern farmers buy
cave, there, and"—
Stanchion or Chain in the Stall.
or
Canada.
west
the
farm horses from
Mir Jiyi was startled.
few colts outside
W. L. B., Versailles, Ν. Y.: I like We tind comparatively
"Wherfc the ghost is, sahib?" lie said.
where horse raising is
the old fashioned up and down stan- of the sections
"(•host! That is a tale for children.
(Registered)
a
business. The
explanation
chion. Will a cow do as well in a stan- made
To close out the herd, chion for tho winter as with a chain seems to be that most farmers regard a There is no «host, only a few bones
FOR SALE.
colt as a risky piece of property. of a man murdered by these scounconsisting of twelve of the best bred around a pole fastened to her neck? as good
A barbed wire, a rolling stone, a hole in drels long ago. Have you any food?"
No, my frieud, uo cow can be made
Ayrshire» in Maine. Oue each 8 and 7
cut the colt's
"Some rite, sahib; sufficient for a day
comfortable in auy stanchion as she can the pasture, may quickly
Vf irs old, two 5 years old, one 3 years
in two. Then again many farmtied with a pole and chain. Comfort value
•>r two at a pinch."
«Id. oue years old, four heifer calves, means thrift, discomfort means more or ers feel that they lack the time required
"(îood! We will get water from the
and train a good colt. It needs
yi-urlings, one 2 years old bull and one less lack of it. There is no wipiug that to drive
When the fighting begins at
have beeu constant and steady exercise, and this well.
cows
true
is
it
While
out.
yearling bull. Pedigrees and particulars
at every man you see from
all wiuter in the old ri>»id means time taken from regular farm dawn file
coniined
furnished and inspection invited.
These are some of the reasons tb»' back of the cave. Oil no account
stanchion and seeniiugly have done fair- work.
Then they can never reach
a stiff why so many farmers prefer to let others
come out.
ly well, it is also true that many
MOUNTAIN VIEW
four years of a horse's
Wait
and many an injury to the spino oversee the first
you if you keep a full magazine.
joint
South Paris, Maine.
here."
have been produced when they get life.
when
"I thought you were never coming,"
heavy ia calf in trying to get up
the
Impoverished Pasture Lands.
lying down. Those who advocate
protested Iris when Jeuks reached the
and
the
seen
have
spring
We
wriggle
recently
old rigid stauchion may
ledge. "I have been quite creepy. I
twist all they please; these are indisput- migration of livestock from the valley
am sure there is some one down there.
swallow
of
well
summei
in
as
hills
the
to
and
towns
quest
able facts,
they may
And, please, may I have another
old
their
the
Mass.,
abaudon
fogy
and
Huntington,
dose
the
pasturage, says
?"
uotions. The modern swing stanchion Herald. Badly as it has been abused, drink
Jeweler and Graduate
it does not there are still many acres of valuable S
The sailor had left the crowbar beis an improvement, yet
afford the comfort to the cow that a tie grazing lands left, which yearly yield neath. He secured a rille, a spare clip
around the neck does. By their use she something of a return to owners foi and a dozen packets of cartridges,
has more freedom of her head ami neck what would otherwise be dead property. meanwhile briefly explaining to Iris
than auy stanchion that has ever yet That these lands do not feed as many the turn taken by events so far as "Mir
been devised can furnish; yet, where or turn out the fat, sleek cattle that was Jau was concerned. She was naturalthe herd is a large one and stable room formerly the case, is evidence of the
ly delighted and forgot her fears in
is limited, there is not difference enough gradual impoverishment that is taking
the excitement caused by the appearfarmers
MAINE.
modern
Heretofore
the
soil.
of
the
swing
in
some
between
place
She drank
to
the
ance of so useful an ally.
to
attention
tie
no
the
chain
compenhave
and
stanchions
paid absolutely
his health In a brimming beaker of
But there are only two uses on pastures beyond occasionally cutting a
sate.
to little brush or mending the fences. Thai water.
any farm for the old rigid stauchion,
hold an ugly bull to have his horns this has been a mistake is beginning to
She heard her lover rejoin Mir Jan
how make itself manifest. Land cannot b<
takeu off or to teach a vicious cow
and saw the two step out into the
of
One or two
fed year after year rod nothing returned
to stand and be milked.
moonlight, while Jenks explained the
YOU TO SEND ITS YOl'K
tluse on a farm are all right, but where for what is taken away, any more than action of the rifle.
Fortunately Iris
them
with
raised
be
the same field crops can
upoi
the cattle barn is equipped
was now much recovered from the
a
fill
can
mentioned
season.
it season after
Progressive
all except the two
fatigue and privation of the earlier
»ηΊ have Uw· inaile Into hanilaome,
place on the woodpile more creditably farmers begin to realise this.
Farmer.
hours. Her senses were sharpened to
stable.—Tribune
than in the cow
<t«»lrable
▲t this time there is no mistaking th< 1 a pitch little dreamed of by stay-atfamiliar with the farm
home young ladles of her age, and she
There are mysteries in that plot of fact, to a person
favorabh
'deemed It her province to act as sentry
earth. Plant a seed therein; in due that grass is not in a condition
st aUiut oue half the CO*4 of any rtijc
plant, to a good crop. Grass and what then ! while the two men conferred. Hence
time Nature brings forth a
you can buy. Sen·! for liooklct M.
came out of the wintei
and in its own invisible way builds was of clover
the first to detect, or. rather, to
and th< , she was
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
its growth and ripens its seed. Another showing a good condition,
conscious
of, the stealthy crawl
become
was accepted as favorable to i
36» Congress Street.
seed is planted, and in due time a differof several Dyaks along the bottom of
uuntiful crop of hay. The season as it
MAINE.
l>OKTLA.NU.
ent plant is builded from the same soil
has not held its earlj the elifT from Turtle beach.
and bearing a different fruitage, and all has advanced
this time the stand hai 1
"Robert!" she screamed. "The Dyfrom the same plot of earth. What promise. At
moisture and is thin. Witt 1 aks! On your left!"
guiding hand directs its forces?—Maine lacked
favorable conditions of rain, however j But Iris was rapidly gaining some
NOTICE.
Farmer.
there is still time to make up a crop.—
knowledge of strategy. Before abe
Paris, Maine, May 23, 1905
Maine Farmer.
shrieked her warning ahe grasped a
All profitableness begins and ends in
All person* are hereby forbidder the excellence or low grade of the sheep.
rifle. Holding It at the "ready"—about
sotted to thi (
of Colum- To be profitable, the sheep must attain
Sheep are
trespassing on the
the level of her waist—and depressing
of
limitthe
farmer
and
to
deecc
of
both
farmer
•mall
in
a high average
quality
bia Parris
the duuI· sufficiently, she began flrlag
dumping refuse or tak' and
ed means.
carcass.
ing stone· from the stone walk.
4owa th* tide of tfet rock m f|*t u
v
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slu· could h::iullc lover and trigger.
Two of t!:e nickel bullets struck « projection and sph'.shed the lending savages with molten metal.
Uufortunately Jenks' rifle beneath
was unloaded, being in Mir Jan's possession for purposes of instruction.
Jenks whipped out his revolver.
"To the cave!" lie roared, and Mir
Jan's unwillingness to face a goblin
could not withstand the combined impetus of the sahib's order and the onward rush of the enemy. He darted
headlong for the entrance.
Jenks, shooting blindly as he. too,
ran for the ladder, emptied the revolver just as his left hand clutched η
rung. Three Dyaks were so close that
It would be folly to attempt to climb,
lie threw the weapon into the face of

the foremost man, effectually stopping
iiis onward progress.
The sailor turned to dive into the
cave and secure the rifle from Mir
Jan, when his shin caught the heavy
crowbar resting against the rock. The

pain of the blow lent emphasis to the
swing with which the implement descended upon some portion of a Dyak
anatomy. Jenks never knew where he
hit the second assailant, but the place
cracked like an eggshell.
lie had not time to recover the bar
for another blow, so he drove the point
in the Kullot of a gentleman who was
about to make a vicious sweep at tiiin
with a parang. The downfall of this

worthy caused his immediate succesto stumble, and Jenks saw his opportunity. With the agility of a cat he
Jumped up the ladder and reached the
ledge without injury.
sor

These things happened with the
of thought. Within forty seconds
of Iris' shrill cry the sailor was breast
high with the ledge and calling to her:
"All right, old girl! Keep it up!"
Hut here he was close to her, unhurt
and calmly jubilant, as was his way
when a stiff fight went well. He was

speed

her side now, firing and aiming, too,
for the Dyaks broke cover recklessly

by

in running for shelter, and one may do
fair work by moonlight.
She had strength enough left to place
the rille out (if harm's way before she
broke down and subbed not tearfully,
but in a paroxysm of reaction. Soon
all was quiet beneath save for the la-

boi'e;' oll'.Tts of some wounded men to
get far away from that accursed rock.
Jenks was able to turn to Iris. He endeavored to allay her agitation and
succeeded somewhat, for tears came,
and slie (.lung to him. it was useless
to reproach him. The whole incidofit
Slie was herself a
was unforeseen.

it. iiut what au escape!
party
"You have been a very good little
tfirl and have earned your supper," he
Hci 1(1.
"Oh, how can you talk so callously
after sucli :m awful experience?" she
to

expostulated brokenly.

it is a small thing to trouble about,
sweetheart," he explained. "Vou spotted the enemy so promptly and blazed
aw;.y with such ferocity that they never got within yards of me."
"Are you sure?"
"I vow and declare that after we
have eaten something and sampled our
remaining bottle of wine I will tell you
exactly what happened."
"Why not now?"
r.ecause 1 must first see to Mir Jan.
I bundled him neck and crop into the
1 hope 1 did not hurt him."
cave.
"lou are not going down there

again?"

"λ'ο need, I trust."
Ile went to the side of the ledge, recovered the ladder which he had hastily hauled out of the Dyaks' reach after his climb, and erle(l:
"Mir Jan."
"Ah, sahib! I'ralsed be the name of
the Most Iligli, you are alive. I was
searching among the slain with a sorrowful heart."

The Mohammedan's voice

came

from

little distance on the left.
"The slain, you say. How many?"

some

tl.e
refuse
Dyaks were gathered
around a waring lire in the valley, and
Mir Jan v. as keen in the hunt as the
Now Iris was
keenest among them.
his afiianccd bride. over twenty of the
eticiuv were killed and many wounded,
si devoted adherent, was
siiv.l Mir
seated be.-i<!e the skeleton in the gloom

of the cavern.
A period of reflection could hardly
pass without a speculative dive into
the future. If Iris and he were rescued. what would happen when they
went forth once more into the busy
world?
Not for one instant did he
She was true as
doubt her faith.
steel, knit to him now by bonds of
triple brass. But what would Sir Arthur Deane think of his daughters
marriage to a discredited and cashiered
officer? What was it that poor Mir
jnn called himself-"a disgraced man?
Yes. that was it. Could that stain be
removed? Mir Jan was doing it. >\ny
not be-by other means, for his cood
name rested on the word of a perjured
woman? Wealth was potent, but not
He would ask Iris to
all powerful.
wait until he came to her unsoiled by
slander, purged of this odium cast up-

him unmerited.
To awake her lie kissed her: he knew
not perchance it might be their last
kiss on earth. Not yet dawn, there was
morning in the air. for the first taint
nl.itfis of light were not visible from
their eyrie owing to its position. But
there was much to be done.
The canvas awning was rolled back
and the stores built into a barricade Inon

tended to shelter Iris.
"What is that for?" she asked when
she discovered its nature. Hetoklher.
She definitely refused to avalMierself
of any such protection.
"Robert, dear," she said, "if the attack comes to our very door, so to

speak, surely

I must

help

you.

slight aid may stem a rush in one
place while you are busy in »n°thor·
lie explained to her that if hand to
hand fighting were necessary he wou
uiv

It was easy to see what had hapThe Dyaks, having missed the
Mohammedan and their water bag,
searched for him nnd heard the conversation at the foot of the rock.
Knowing that their presence was suspected, they went back for re-enforcements and returned by the shorter and
more advantageous route along Turtle

beach.

Iris would have talked all night, but
Jenks made her go to sleep by pillowing her head against his shoulder and

It was like behot and fetid.
a foul tunnel, and almost as dark. Jenks looked over the
parapet. lie thought he could distinguish some vague figures on the sands,
A volley of anso he fired at them.
swering bullets crashed into the rock
The Dyaks had laid their
on all sides.
plans weil this time. A firing squad
stationed beyoud the smoke area and
supplied with all the available guns
commenced and kept up a smart fusillade in the direction of the ledge in
was

ing immured in

order to cover the operation· of the

scaling party.

Jenks realized that to expose himself
to cour, a serious wound and
lie fell
achieve no usteful purpose.
back out of range, laid down his rifie
and grabbed the crowbar. At brief intervals a deep hollow boom came up
At first it puzzled
from the valley.
them until the sailor hit upon an explanation. Mir Jan was busy.
The end of a strong, roughly made
ladder swung through the smoke and
Before
banged against the ledge.
Jenks could reach it those hoisting It
was

hastily retreated. They
standing in front of the cave, and

Into position
were

the Mohammedan made play on them
with a rifle at thirty feet.
Jenks, using his crowbar as a lever,
toppled the ladder clean over. It fell
outward and disconcerted a section of

the musketeers.
"Well done!" cried Iris.
The sailor, astounded by her tone,
She was
gave her a fleeting glance.
very pale now, but not with fear. lier
eyes were slightly contracted, lier nostrils quivering, her lips set tight and
her chin dimpled. Resting on one knee,
with a revolver in each baud, she seemed 110 puling mate for the gallant man
who fought for her.
There was no time for further speech.
Three ladders were reared against the

to lier.

If he fell, there was another use
for one of those cartridges.
The sailor had cleared the main floor
of the rock and was placing his four
rifles and other implements within easy
reach when a hiss came from beneath.

lived

to them by the northerly
breeze and tilling the air with its aroma. The Dyaks kimlled a huge lire.
The heat was perceptible even on the
ledge, but the minutes passed and the
dawn broadened into day without any
other result being achieved.
Iris, α little drawn and pale with suspense, said, with a timid giggle:
"This does not seem to be so very
serious. It reminds me of my efforts

What

Humors}

in a state of wild excitement.
"They have seen the I (yaks running
to their sampans, sahib," lie yelled,
"and the second boat is being pulled in
Yet another has just
that direction!

—and drew a deep breath.
"IIow long were you up thereV" he
a^ked.
"Over thirty hours."
"It was a great light!"
"Somewhat worse than It looks." said
Anstruther. "This is only the end of
it. Altogether we have accounted for
nearly txvoscore of the poor devils."
Robert looked toward the approachin:: boat. She would not land yet for
a couple of minutes.
"By the way," he said, "will you

left the ship."
A translation made Iris exrlted. eager to go down and see these wonders.
The boom «if a cannon came from the
sea.
Instinctively the girl ducked for
safety, though her companion smiled
at her fears, for the shell would have
long preceded the report had it trav-

eled their way.
"One of the remaining sampans has
got under way," he explained, "and the
warship is tiring at her."
Iris.
"Poor wretches!" murmured
"Cannot the survivors be allowed to

tell mo your name?"
"Playdon Lieutenant

quence."

To the girl's manifest relief, there
tiring, and Mir Jan an-

was no more

nounced that a number of sailors were
actually on shore. Then her thoughts
turned to a matter «if coneern to the
feiuinitfr mind even In the gravest moments of existence. She laved her face

with water and sought her discarded
skirt.
Soon the steady tramp of boot elad
feet advancing at the double was
heard on the shingle, and an otlicer's
voice, speaking the crude Hindo-.»stanee
of the engine room and forecastle,

motive.
"I don't suppose any one will dispute
your title," said the naval otlicer gravely. lie uiuiuestioiiahly itnacin·*! tl: t
sulleriiig and exposure had slightly disturbed the other man's senses.
"Thank you." replied Robert with
equal composure, though lie felt In-

Are there

clined to laugh at Playdon's mystification. "I only wished to secure a suffi·
cicnt number of witnesses for a verbal
declaration. When 1 have a few minutes to spare I will affix a legal notice
on tl.e wall in front of our cave."

any white people here?"
Jenks sang out:
"Yes, two of us! Perched on the
rock over your heads. We are coming

In his left hand lie

grasped

Now bulk croivlmr and revolver ucrc
needed.
rock. They were so poised jind held
bel >\\ that Jenks could not force them
Λ fourth appeared, its
backward.
course shafts looming into sight like
the horns of some gigantic animal.
The four covered practically the whole
flout of the ledge save where .Mir Jan
cleared a little space on the level.

Playdon bowed silently. There was
something in the speaker's manner that
puzzled hi ill. lie detailed a small guard
to accompany Robert and Iris, who
now
walked toward the beach, and
asked Mir Jan to pi lut liiin as suggested by Anstruther.
The boat was yet many yards from
shore when I is ran forward and
stretehed out lier arms to the man who
was staring at her with wistful de

spair.

"rather! Father!" she cried. "Don't
you know me?"
Sir Arthur Deane was looking at the
two stn.nge figures on the sands, and
his heart sank lower.
each in
This isl. nd held his final hope. During
many weary weeks, since the day when
<1 the <-miser
a kindly : :i: ir I pi.
Orient at his dispos.·!. 1 ·> had scoured
t!.c< : : : : se:;, tlieco.;*:· >f Ibirneoand
,i ,· t;,'iii^- <>:' the ill fated
j.,\:

η

The sailor was standing now, with
the crowbar clinched in both hands.
The llriug in the valley slackened and
died away. A Dyak face, grinning like
a Japanese demon, appeared at the top
of the ladder nearest to Iris.
"Don't lire!" shouted Jenks. And the
iron bar crushed downward. Two others pitched themselves half on to the
ledge. Now both crowbar and revolv-

Three ladders were
were needed.
thus cumbered somewhat for those beneath, and Jenks sprang toward the
Men were
fourth and mast distant.
crowding it like ants. Close to his feet
er

It was a
lav an empty water cask.
crude weapon, but effective when well
pitched, and the sailor had never made
a better shot for a goal in the midst
of a hard fought scrimmage than he
made with that tub for the head of the

uppermost pirate.

Another volley came from the sands.
A bullet plowed through his hair and
sent his sou'wester flying. Again the
besiegers swarmed to the : ttack. One
succeed.
way or the other they must
A man and a woman—even such a man
and such a woman—could not keep at
bay an infuriated horde of fifty savand unages lighting at close quarters
der these grievous conditions.
Jenks knew what would happen. Hi*
would be shot while repelling the scalAnd Iris! Dear heart! She
ing party.
was thinking of him.
"Keep back! They can
the ledge!" she shrieked.

never

gain

And then, above the din of the fu-

sillade, the yells of the assailants and
the bawling of the wounded, there
tearcame through the air a screaming,
all
drowned
which
sound
ing, ripping
It traveled with incredible
others.
bespeed, and before the sailor could

lieve his ears—for he well knew what
In
it meant—a shrapnel shell burst
front of the lodge and drenched the
valley with flying lead.
Jenks was just able to drag Iris flat
against the rock ere the time fuse operated and the bullets flew. He could

form
theory, hazard 110 conjecture.
All lie knew was that a twelve pounder
shell had flown toward them through
the
space, scattering red ruin among
no

amazed scoundrels beneath. Instantly
he rose again, lest perchance any of the
Dyaks should have gained a foothold
on the ledge.
The ladders were empty. He could
hear α good deal of groaning, the foot·
dissteps of running men and some
tant

ν

tio

lapsed

κ roan.
At the flint glance Jenks did not recognize Tautlji S'Aii owing to his change
of costume. Through the thinner smoke
he could see several sailors running up.
Hut. with the passing of the chief,
their last peril had gone. The next instant they were standing on the llrtu
ground, and a Hritish naval lieutenant

Sarsaparillc

liin.i.

capable

from ull surrounding sacs or
membranes. The native; eut through
the peel about one-third of the wgy
from the toi», crimping t!,j edge of the

section all the way round the fruit,
then remove the llesh, tear the section
and
apart, replace tbeui in the pit-l
The
serve thus divided and prepared.
fruit is attractive, refreshing, wholeGensome and comparatively cheap.
erally speaking, the pomelo seems to be
a
a cross bctwceu a shaduock and
Is more hardy tlmn
it
but
orange,
good
either. It has better keeping qualities

sayitm eagerly:

than the orange.

reef of this Island during a typhoon.
This lady. Miss Iris I>eane. and I were
flung ashore"—
fan it be possible?
"Miss Pea ne!
Let me congratulate you ..lost heartthe
ily. Sir Arthur Deane Is on board

Nome Heul Giant».
Brewer tells us that "no recorded
height of any giant known has reached
If a cubit Is twenty-one
ten feet."
inches, Goliath of Gatli was eleven feet
nine inches In height; if it Is eighteen
inches, he was Just the size of the
giant, GaIntra, who was nine

Orient at this moment."
"The Orient!"
Iris was dazed. It was all too wonderful to be quite understood yet. She
turned to Robert:
Do you hear'/ They say my father
Is not far away. Take me to him."

Arabian

a
feet nine inches. Joscphus mentions
KlntoJew who stood ten feet two.
lochus Hex was tlftceii feet six Inches
high, the feet through the chest to the
the shoulspine and ten feet across
feet
ders. John Middieton was nine
seventeen
three Inches. His hand was
Inches long nnd eight and a half broad.
Patrick O'Brien was eight feet seven.
saw In
Turner, the naturalist, says he
Brazil a giant twelve feet ill height.
But Og, king of Bashnn. held the reclived
ord. According to tradition, he
Ark
3,000 years and walked beside the
bones
during the flood. One of his
formed a bridge over a river.

"No need fyr that, miss." Interrupted
warrant otlicer. "Here he is eom::ig
ashore. He wanted to come with us,
but the captain would not permit it.
trouble
as there seemed to be some

a

ahead."

Sure enough, even the girl's swimming eyes could distinguish the gray

bearded civilian seated beside an ollicer In the stern sheets of a small gig
bronow threading a path through the
ken reef beyond Turtle beach. In five
minutes father and daughter would

A

Me·

l'oint of l-'in.

oue of
During Queen Victoria's reign
who had
the solicitors of the queen

meet.

Meanwhile the otlicer, Intent on duty,
addressed Jenks strain.
"May I ask who you are?"
An"My name is Anstrother—Robert

Jurisdiction

over

capital

cases

chanced

a curiIk' a man named Bacon. By
was
ous chance a man named Hogg
condemned to death under his Jurisexecution
diction. The day l>efore the
Bacon,
Hogg sent for his executioner,
The prisoner pleaded for Interference
of reIn his case i>ecauso of his claims
The solicitor, alto Bacon.
to

Iris, clinging to his arm, heard
reply.
So he had abandoned all pretense.
world at her
He was ready to face the
at him
side. She stole a loving glance
as she cried:
of the In"Yes; Captain Anstruther
ue

latlonship
ways ready with

a

reply, answered:

of our relationship.
You are doubtless mistaken. At any
for
rate, the execution must take place,
be set
only In that way cau mutters
is not Bacon until It Is

"I have no

If he will not tell
dian slall* corps.
he has done, how he has
you all that
how be
savel my life twenty time.;,

proof

right. Hogg
dead," It is said the prisoner laughed
In spite of himself.

fought single banded, against
eighty men, ask me!"
not appear
•Captain Anstruther does

has

tiettlntr Rich Rlowl)'·
a great fortune is built up
at a time.
like a stone wall—a stone
to lay
declines
who
man
The youug
so far
the first stone because it comes
short of a wall will never make progAn fuiress In financial masonry.
of the people of tills

Ordinarily

shouting.

are

Hood's

J

ara ted

"We seem to have turned up In t e
nick of time. I»o you. by any chance,
belong to the Sirdar'/"
"We are the sole survivors." answered the sailor.
"You two only?"
"Yes. She struck on the northwest

■truther."

«

the bout all r^uid fruit In
It is grown lu
China is the pomelo.
tin· south centrai and southern provinces and Is said to l>e the original
It resembles the grape
citrus fruit.
fruit of the I'nited »talus in size. shape,
color and somewhat hi flavor, being
sweeter than grape fru;t, with less of
Ihe bitter quality, wUL flesh more perfectly separated In the sections and
of being pulled apart and sep·

a

was

CONTiai'tX

iinirlu of

Tin·

spirit

and luvathed out his tierce

US

i'robabl.v

and all his cutthroat hand. He might
have succeeded, as Jeuks was so taken
ui> with Iris, were it not f »r the watchful eyes of Mir Jan. The Mohammedan
sprang at him, with an oath, and nave
him such a murderous whack with the
butt of a ritle that the Kyak chief colIn

H.

"Do you know to what nation this
island belongs?"
"It is no man's land. I think. It is
markiwl 'uninhabited' on the chart."
"Then," said Anstruther, "I call upon
you. Lieutenant Playdon, and all others
here present to witness that I. Robert
Anstruther, late of the Indian army,
acting on behalf of myself and Miss
Iris Deane. declare that we have taken
possession of this island in the name
of his Britannic majesty the king of
England, that we are the Joint occuplers and owners thereof and claim all
property rights vested therein."
These formal phrases, coming at such
Iris
a moment, amazed his hearers.
alone had an Inkling of the underlying

"Well, we are unable to interfere.
Those caught on the island will probably be taken to the mainland and
hanged for their crimes, so the manner
of their end is not of much conse-

shouted to Mir Jan:
"HI, you black fellow!

Philip

—

Playdon."

escape?"

descent.

"Sahib!" yelled Mir Jan, drawn from
hie retreat by the commotion without
'Tee," shouted Jenks.
The native, In a voice cracked with
excitement, told him something. The
aallor asked a few rapid questions to
In many forms of cutaneous eruption
make quite sure that Mir Jan waa not
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and bolli 1 mistaken.
and in weakness, languor, general debility
Then he threw his arms round Iris,
How are they expelled 7 By
drew her close and whispered:
"My darling, we are"saved! A warJ
ship has anchored just beyond the
j
ha
that
the
which also builds up
system
south reef, and two bouts filled wltli
suffered from them.
armed sailors are now pulling ashore.'
vitiated or morbid fluids cours
They
ing the veins and affecting the tissuea
They are commonly due to defective diges
tloD but are sometimes inherited.
How do tbey manifest themselves Τ

There
Nevertheless Jenks waited.
nothing to gain by being too precipitate. A fi'lse step now might undo
the achievements of many weeks.
Mir Jan was dancing about beneath
was

parang; his right arm was bandaged.
Though unable to rise, the vengeful
pirate mustered his remaining strength
to crawl toward the swaying ladder. It
was Tau UK S'All. inspired with the
hate and venom of the dying snake.
Even yet he hoped to deal a mortal
stroke at the man who had detied lillil

am

pungent
pine, borne

act as guide."
The other man cast a comprehensive
glance over the rock, with its scaling
ladders ami dangling rope ladder, the
cave, the little groups of dead or unconscious pirates—for every wounded
who <ouM move a limb .iad
man
crawled away after the llrst shell burst

downward.
Λ I >yak. lying at tue foot or one or
thescalim: ladders and severely woundiil li.v a shell splinter, witnessed tlielr

"Mir Jan!" exclaimed Iris.
"What now?" demanded Jenks over
the side.
"Sahib, they come!"

and would keep out of it.
The first physical intimation of the
enemy's design they received was α
but pleasant smell of burning

the hands of the party you have landed,
1 understand, at the farther end of
the south beach. Mir Jan. the Mohammedan here, who has been a most faithful ally during part of our siege, will
as

He cast loose the rope ladder. Iris
limp and trembling.
"Steady, sweetheart," he whispered.
"Don't forget the slip between the cup
and the lip. Hold tight, but have uo
fear. I will be Just beneath."
It was well he took this precaution.
She was now so unnerved that an unguarded movement might have led to
an accident. But the knowledge that
her lover was near, the touch of his
hand guiding lier feet on to the r.ungs
of the ladder, sustained her. They had
almost reached the level when a loud
exclamation and the crash of a heavy
blow caused Jenks to bait and look

them in the weapon and gave it

ammc
mm
i-ei
preparcu.
get back to his hole in the rock, lest a
mongoose seize him by the head."
Mir .Inn, engaged in a scouting expedition on his own account, understood
that the officer sahib's orders must be
obeyed. Ile vanished. Soon they heard
a great crackling among the bushes on
the riji'jt, but Jenks knew even before
he looked that the Dynks had correctly
estimated the extent of his tire zoue

such a moment.
He culled to Mir Jan:
"Take off your turban and hold it
■hove your head if you think they can
eee you from the warship."
"It is all right, sahib," came the
cheering answer. "One boat is close
inshore. I think, from the uniforms,
they are Eug'Mi sahibs, such as 1
have seen at Garden Beach. The Dy-

was

■•Now vou have eleven mens lives in
to miss
your hands," he said. "Try not
If you must shoot."
In the dim light he could not see the
fact.
spasm of pain that clouded her
No Dyak would reach her while

"l

drifting smoke was still so
dense that not even the floor of
the valley could be discerned.
Jenks dared not leave Iris at

down."

to'get

placed

œïIE

to have left much for us to do. Miss
"Indeed,"
Deane," the officer «aid.
turning to Robert, "Is there any way
In which my men will be useful?"
"I would recommend that they drag
the green xtufT off that Are and stop
the smoke. Then a detachment should
go round the north side of the Island
and drive the remaining Dyaks into

CHAPTER XV.

"We have won the first rubber," he
whispered to Iris.
Above, beneath, beyond, they could
The air they breathed aks have all pone."
see nothing.

more upon a crowbar than a
She
rifle to sweep the ledge clear.
might be in the way.
"Very well. The moment you tell
behind that fence I will do
me
Even there I can use a revolver.
so.
That reminded him. His own pistol
He possessed only five
was unloaded.
He
more cartridges of small caliber.

to cook."
"There is more to follow. I fear, dear
Hut the Dyaks are fools. They
one.
the
with
"Impossible! I fired blindly
have waited until 'light fell
should
hard
revolver and only hit one man
after
wearing us out by constant
again
with the Iron bar. One other dropped
vigilance all day. If they intend to emnear the wood after 1 obtained a rifle." !
smoke it would be far worse for
"Then there be six, sahib, not*'reckon- ploy
us at night."
accounted
have
I
wounded.
the
ing
Phew! A volume of murky vapor
for one, so the miss sahib must have"—
arose that nearly suffocated them by
inme?"
"What is he saying about
the first whiff of its noisome fumes. It
quired Iris, who had risen and Joined curled like a black pall over the face of
her lover.
the rock and blotted out sea and sky.
"Ile says you absolutely staggered
coughed incessantly and nearly
They
moment
fire
the
the Dyaks t»y opening
choked, for the Dyaks had thrown wet
they appeared."
seaweed on top of the burning pile of
"How did you come to slay one, Mir
Indry wood. Mir Jan, born in interior
Jan?" he continued.
sea or its
the
about
little
knew
dia.
"A son of a black pig followed me
and when the savages talked
Into the cave. I waited for him in the products,
of seaweed he thought they meant
his
thrown
body
have
I
Just
darkness.
the
greeu wood. Fortunately for him,
outside."
clouds of smoke missed the
ascending
deud
S'Ali
by
"Well done! Is Taung
cave or infallibly he must luive been
any lucky chance?"
stilled.
"λ'ο, sahib, if he be not the sixth. I
"Lie flat on the roek!" gasped Jenks.
will go und see."
Careless of waste, he poured water
"You may be attacked."
a coat and made Iris bury her
"I have found a sword, sahib. You over
and nose in the wet cloth. This
mouth
left me no cartridges."
immediate relief, and she
her
the
and
gave
Jcuks told him that the clip
showed her woman's wit by tying the
twelve packets were lying at the foot
sleeves of the garment behind her neck.
of the rock, wjiere Mir Jan speedily
Jenks nodded comprehension and folMohammedan
The
them.
discovered
lowed her example, for by this means
he
unthat
assurance
gave satisfactory
rifle
of
the
by their hands were left free.
derstood the mechanism
The black cloud grew more dense
filling and adjusting the magaziue.
few seconds. Nevertheless, owing
Then lie went to examine the corpse of each
of the ledge and the tendthe man who lay in the open near the to the slope
of the smoke to rise, the south
ency
quarry path.
far more tenable than the
The sailor stood iu instant readiness side was
to note this favorable cirnorth.
were
Quick
to make a counter demonstration
the sailor deduced a furthe native assailed. Dut there was no cumstance,
ther fact from It A barrier erected on
sign of the Dyaks. Mir Jan returned
extreme right of the ledge would
with the news that the sixth victim of the
be a material galu. lie sprang up,
a
was
encounter
fierce
brief
the
yet
the hugî tarpaulin from its
renegade Malay. Ile was so confident dragged
a ad propped it on the
location
former
for
It
of
that the enemy had enough
of the pickax, driven by one
the night that, after recovering Jenks* handle
stroke deep into a crevice of
revolver, he boldly went to the well mighty
the rock.
and drew himself a supply of water.
During supper Jenks told Iris so
,
much of the story as was good for her
are
—that is to say, he cut down the casu-

pened.

neuvers.

depend

"Five, sahib."

alty list

It was no uieau font of strength that
lie swung the heavy
he performed.
and cumbrous canvas into position as
If it were a «lust cloth. He emerged
from the gloom of the driven cioud red
eyed, but triumphant. Instantly the
vapor on the ledge lessoned, and they
Overhead
could breathe, even talk.
and in front the smoke swept in ever
increasing density, but once again the
sailor had outwitted the Dyaks' ma-

I
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J. II. Rawson met with quite a serious
last Monday. He was in bis
New type, fast presses, steam accident
Job Pkistino
woodcbuck holes,
an«l low prices field blowing out
power, experience· t workmen
busiour
of
combine to make thts department
which is done by stopping up one end of
ness complete and popular.
the burrow and exploding a charge of
powder in the other end. Either the
concussion or tbe gases usually kill the
Coming Events.
animal. In one hole Mr. Rawson evithan he supAu g. 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Wlt-r dently had a shorter fuse
ford.
posed, as the charge went off unexpectedly in his face, lie was severely burnSKW ADVKKTISBMKNTS.
ed, and dirt and powder were blown into
his face aud eyes. His injuries were at.lune Clearance Saletended to as well as possible, the burns
\V hen lu Seed of a Carriage Duster.
dressed and the powder picked out. He
Attention.
is now doing well, the swelling is going
Big Mark Down Sale.
Women's Russet Blucher < >xfor»ls.
down, and he bids fair to preserve his
Sew Line of Souvenir Post Cards.
sight fully, regarding which there was at
May Tender for sale.
tirst some apprehension.
Banana" for the Fourth.
Probate Notices.
Dr. M. M. Houghton, who was in the
I.· Notices of Appointment.
Central Maine General Hospital for some
The Doctor First.
weeks and underwent a critical surgical
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Sprinklers.
operation, spent a week at S. F. Haskell's
Parker's Hair Balsam.
in Auburn after leaving the hospital,
and returned to her home here on SaturBase Ball.
er·.

day.

bry ant's

10,

POM»

SOUTH

PAKIS

Sliss Bertha Twitchel! is here from
Massachusetts, visiting her brother,
Walter E. Twitchell.

2.

The newly organized South Taris team
defeated in its lirstgame by Bryant's
Pond Saturday afternoon on the High
School grounds by a score of 10 to 2.
The home team seemed over-anxious to
win its first game, ami none of them
played as good ball as they are capable.
The team was a sort of experiment, an·)
no doubt several changes will be made
before another game, as there are a number of good men who are working hard
for a position on the team. All of the
members of the team felt very sore over
the defeat, and are determined to make
a better showing in their next game.
Bryant's Pond won by good batting and
making the most of Paris' errors. It
must also be said that they had the luck
all through the game, Paris sending its
hits straight at the fielders, giving Bryant's Pond a chance to make thiee of
the easiest kind of double plays.
For Paris, Cole and Strong were the
only men inlield who fielded their posiFor
tions cleanly.
Bryant's Pond,
Billings played the best game, getting
two nice put outs and making four hits
out of five times at the bat. Farnum
also pitched a good game, holding Paris
Cole although he had nice
to three hits.
control was not able to keep Bryant's
Pond from kitting. The score:

An informal reunion of the immediate
relatives of Mrs. Walter E. Twitchell
was held with her on Friday, when there
Mrs. O. G.
were present her mother,
Curtis, and her brothers, Archie H. Curtis ot" Sumner and Ο. E. Curtis of Keunebunk, with their families.
Miss Adelaide Case left Saturday for a
short stay at Lake George.
Miss Grace Burgess of Kennebunk is

was

BIO ANT'S POND.
A.B. K. B.lt. P.O. A.
S
0
1
2
4
5
13
10
3
16
5
1
4
110
4
0
5
4
9
1
ο
0
0
1
5
3
0
2
5
1
1
loo
5
f
1
12
4
2

Rowe, :t-b
J. Farnum, ρ
Bcarce, c
Κ Farnum, 2-b
Billings, c.f
Cole, r.t
Day, ».»
Haves, l.f
Davis, l b

42

Totals

10

12

IS

27

SOUTH PARIS.
A.B.

4
4
3
4
4
3
3
2

Monk, Li
Fletcher, c
Cole. |>
F. Shaw, c.f
Pike, s.s
Cumtnlngs, 1-b

K.
υ

U

0
0
0
1
1

II.
0
ο

1
0
0
1

Strong, 2-b
ISrlirgi·, 3-b
C. Shaw, r.f

3

0

0
0
I

Totals,

31

i

3

Score

0

ιι

by Inning*.

1 ·.'

3

4

3

β

P.O.
I
10
0

1

1
1
3

ο

1
1'
1
0
υ

1

0
»

4

committee.

F. A. Shurtlelf Λ Co. are fitting up
their store here aud expect to open it for
business on Wednesday of this week.
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker of
Arlington. Mass., are at Elmhurst for the

summer.

Arrivals at J. L. (. base's White Mouutain View House hist week are Mr. and
Κ
Brockton,
Herbert
Mrs.
Anderson,
1
0 Mass., and Mis» Elinoi Pinkham, Port0
land.
1
John A. Eiuery of Portland is a guest
1
2 at the Hubbard House.

2
10
1
2

3
I
1
2
0

ο

27

17

7

Ο

7

Α.

a two weeks' vacation with
Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw.
Ex-Governor
The rainy friends of
Sidney l'erham will be glad to learn that
late advices from Washington report him
so much improved in health as to go out
The family are now hoping that
a little.
he will be able to come to Taris Hill in
two or three weeks.
Charles F. Mathewson and family of
New York arrived at "Cross Roads" for
Mr. Mathewson
the season hist week.
is called back to New York on business
this week, but expects to return to l'aris
Ilill the last of the week.
Senator Prentiss Cummings of Brookline, Mass., is at his summer place,
"Owl's N'est," for a few days. Senator
Cummings does not expect to be here as
much as usual this summer as he is on a
recess committee of the Massachusetts
Legislature to revise the railroad laws of
the Commonwealth, and must necessariE.
1 ly attend various hearings given by his

spending

0

2

S 9—Total
0—10

Bryant's Pond,. 0 0 4 0 0 I 2 3
ο
200000*0—2
South Paris
Two-base
Karuc'l runs, Bryant's Pond. 3
hit.·». Billings, Bean-··, Davis. Three-base bit.

F. Karnum. First base on balls off Farnum.
2; off Cole. Struck out by Farnum. 6; bv
Left on bases. South Paris, Λ; Bryant'»
Coles
Pond,.Y Double plays,Cole,<'uitimlngs, Brlgg*;
F. Farnum. Davts; Day, F. Farnum. Davis,
First base on error», Bryant's Ροη·Ι 4;
two.
Hit by pitched liall, Cummlnge,
South Paris 4
Rowe. Umpire, Wheeler Scorer. Thayer.

Dickvale.
The buildings of Oscar Allen of this
place were entirely consumed by fire in
the small hours of the morning of June
18, together with nearly all their contents, including two horses and one cow,
farming tools, hay, etc. There was a
small insurance.
Married, in Dickvale. June 1", by Rev.
A. A. Abbott, Wm. E. Allen and Mrs.
Elmyra Masterman, both of Dickvale.
South Rumtord.

one of his
tome
great-grandchildren
ind is very ill.
but little is being
Mrs. Clara Harvey has been in Bruns- ) raing back and forth,
lone
to
perpetuate the name by hie
sick during the commencement exerBowdoin
.•ises at
College. Edwin 1 amily. Irish of Rumford Falls has been
Lewis
LaForest Harvey, her son, graduated.
\ 11 through his course he has ranked η town recently.
Joeeph II. Kerr of Rumford Falls has
iigh as a student and received many contracted
to put the M. E. church
lionorary parte.
in good condition, and work
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Edwards attend· foundation
Five men are excavating
s progressing.
sd commencement at Bowdoin.
stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bunting and ind teams are hauling
Kemp family bave recently given
family returned to Groveton Wednes- inThe
entertainment at Nezinscot Hall.
days
day. Mrs. Bunting spent several F.
S.
Thursday evening a company of jubiwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
lee singers held forth at Nezinscot Hall
Chandler.
Mr. James Bartlett is to move to the bo a small audience.
Schools closed Friday.
Dr. Wiley place.
Crack shots have been firing around
Prof. Win. Rogers Chapman has been
New the corners of late, and sometimes the
in
concerts
of
a
series
holding
has done execution.
Hampshire, which were arranged by his recoil
Phon is what you might call a brueeneral manager, Prof. Scott Wight.
a laugh of his own
Prof. Wight, after spending three weeks □ette. Bert has
at forty rodsin Errol and Magalloway drilling classes which can't be mistaken
an
in music, will go to Somerset, Penob- very hearty. A colored gentleman,
a minstrel show, was
scot and Washington counties to arrange advance agent for
with a tall
for music festivals of one day iu several passiug the mill adorned
towns. Six new slick. The miller says, "Where did
of the cities and
Phon get his tile?" Somehow the story
choruses have recently been formed.
Mr. John [.aughlin was taken to the got abroad.
A little later a mule was driven into
hospital in Lewiston Wednesday.
characteristic exhiThe public schools closed Friday with the place, and gave a
Bert,
bition of his musical talent.
appropriate exercises.
asks him,
Mr. Fred Chaudler and family of thinking to guy Phon a bit,
slick?"
South Paris spent Sunday with Mrs. "What has become of your tall
"Well," says Phon, "they are rather
Chandler's parents.
mule brayed the
The gardens are being destroyed by hard on us. When the
wanted to know
the "cut worm" and farmers are re- other dav, some one
what Bert was laughing about."
planting with little success.
A mule is owned in the place. ReThe Bethel Library Association served
drivice cream, cake and strawberries Thurs- cently the owner was passing along
when a limb of the law accosted him,
day and met with good success socially ing
"What have you here?" "A member of
and tinancially.
the Oxford bar," came the response.
Bryant's Pond.
Eugene Gardner, wife and daughter
to witness
Miss Lena Felt has gone to Rumford Iva, wont to Dixfield Tuesday
a Miss
Falls as substitute stenographer for the the marriage of their son Guy to
American Realty Company for a short Marsh.
Carlton Gardner was more comfortatime.
Mrs. David Hayes and son, Maxwell, ble at latest advices.
Mrs. Thos. S. Bridgham is quite ill
visited at Yarmouth this week.
Clarence Ridlun of West I'aris was in yet.
1 think I saw Miss Maud Bridgham of
town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Mauger of Bos- Auburn in town Thursday.
ton and part of their family are occupySTKKAKKI) MOUNTAIN.
ing their cottage, "Guernsey."
is the fourth day of
This
(Thursday)
lias
returned
Mrs. Jennie Lurvey
weather. It is good for grass and
home from Rumford Falls, where she rainy
berries, but not pleasing to people in
has been stopping for some weeks.
Still it is good weather for
Mrs. Estelia Ford weut to Lewiston ireueral.
Charlie Maxim on Wednesday
tishing.
the
Ford
attended
Miss
Ethel
recently.
fast drew from the waters of Norway
basket missionary meeting at Mechanic
Lake a three pound trout. It was a
Falls, and weut from there to Lewiston
beauty, deep, rich and meaty, and it was
and stopped a few days.
to eat.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Chase visited her good
Forest Whitman has sold his farm and
people at Turner from Saturday until is
moving into Mr. Baker's house.
Monday.
the
Your correspondent attended
Mrs. Bertha Welch of Rumford Falls
exercises at Hebron, Wedgraduating
Mr.
and
this
her
week,
visited
parents
nesday, and the weather was bad. The
Mrs. Frank Cushuian.
and interesting. I
Norman McAllister was at home Sun- exercises were good
saw the genial face of Win. Cushman in
day.
the audience. He was pointed out to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker of West
one who knew him.
I'aris were at hispareuts' Saturday night me by
There is promise of a large crop of
and Sunday.
of unusual size, for which
When morning dawns on the Fourth blueberries
father is responsible.
of July, it will usher in the 92d anniver- the wet
sary of I ucle Stephen Rowe's birthday.
Oxford.
Mr. Rowe is not quite as tlushy as lie
Rev. Mr. Burdon of Mechanic Falls
was a short time ago, but is still hale
and hearty, and able to chore around, assisted by Rev. Mr. Chapman held the
and he has one of the nicest gardens, if memorial service before the Knights of
not the nicest in the village, all his own Pythias and Sisterhood at the Congrework. His daughter, Mrs. Whitman, is gationalist church Sunday. He took for
his text Psalm 74:5 and his sermon was a
in her usual health.
C. H. Perkins* Virginia and Texas protest against the evils which threaten
Singers, Life in the sunny South before our country and an earnest appeal for
the war, will be at Dudley's Opera individual and combined etfort to combat them. Music was furnished by the
House, Tuesday, June 27tli.
Wednesday, Juno 28th, the West I'aris choirs from both churches.
Miss Price lectured on "American
school pupils will present the drama,
"Willowdale" at Dudley's Opera House. Citizenship" Wednesday evening at tbe
There will be services at the Uni- Congregatioualist chapel.
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the conversalist church Sunday, July 2d. consisting of a children's couccrt, also a ference at East Sumner.
Miss II. E. Uersey has returned from
talk by Rev. F. E. Barton.
John E. Stephens of Rumford Falls Vassar and is soon to start for Europe.
Mrs. Augustine Dunn and family of
was in town
Thursday, June22d, and
brought his little daughter and left her Portland are at their old home here.
Mr. and Mrs. William Andrews of
to visit her grandmother, Mrs. Laura
Somersworth, Ν. II., are visiting hor
Stephens.
I his place will have a grand celebra- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Win. Karris.
Mr. and Mrs. Glover and eon have
tion <m the Glorious Fourth. Bryant's
1'oud Cornet Band will be in attendance returned from their visit to Prince Edduring the entiro day. The program:nc ward Island.
Arthur Houghton is visiting relatives
win open with a parade of horribles at
S a. m. During the forenoon there will here.
Herbert Wost have
Mr. and Mrs.
be a potato race, obstacle race, sack
and
race
hundred-yard dash, with moved to Welcbville.
Alvin Flood is janitor at the Congreprizes. In the afterno on two games of
ball, Bryant's Pond vs. Gorliam, and gationalist church.
A large delegation from Oxford Grange
Bryant's Pond Juniors vs. South Parie
Juniors. At 5 o'clock a tub race. In and Casco Grange visited Lake Grange
ball
at
West Poland Saturday evening. A
a
at
the evening
Dudley's
grand
supper was served and a fine programme
Opera House.
The occasion was
was carried out.
Greenwood.
much enjoyed by all.
The graduating exercises of the senior
Daniel liryant has at last procured a
School took place
housekeeper in the persou of the widow- class of Oxford High
June 10, at Robinson
Viola Ilerrick, who with her adopted Friday evening,
work for him a Mall

family

Jlara Mareton,
lavnanl Chase,

Tuell,
iertrudeCurtle,
Absent one day:
loMe Manefleld,
rlazel Bacon,
van

Laura Hill.
Edith Gardner,

call-1

|

|

|

|

j
|

j
|

Clover-1

|

J

to]

Harold t'crham.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
| as l>een duly appointed executrix of the last
rill and testament of
CLARA WASIIBURN, late of Buckfleld,
I the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
t onda as the law direct*.
< cmands against the estate of said deceased
for settle
f re desire·! to present the same
lent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
1 lake p«vment Immediately
LEI.IA A. DAVIS.
June 20th, 1905.

The

state of

requested

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Sprnco, Fir, Flem
lock and Poplar, delivored on earn at
Pownal to Jiethel
any R. H. Station from
tho coming year.
E. W. PEXLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.

May 30,

ΐ

W;iii ted.

Housekeeper capable

done out.

and others who have

Ruckfield

Early

:state of
JOHN I). DUNN, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford,
deceased, anil
All persons
tlven bonds a-· the law directs
of said deestate
the
demands
lutvlng
against
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc requested
to make payment Immediately.
CHARLES II. BONNEY.
Juue 20th, 1905.

Hebron.
Commencement is over and the exercises were very interesting, from the
baccalaureate sermon Sunday by Rev.
Bowley Green of Portland to the graduation of the senior class Wednesday.
Nearly all the students have now returned to their homes and quiet has settled down on the place.
The lon& continued wet has made
weeds as well as other things grow.
We hear some complaint that pears are
not setting well although the trees blossomed fully.
Mrs. H. A. Cuehman, Miss Daisy
Cushman and Miss Louise Wallon of
Winthrop, Mass., are expected at A. M.
Richardson's Saturday, the '24th, for the
summer vacation.
J. F. Moody, Jr., went to Gardiner
Wednesday to play at the ball game
there Thursday.

The famous little pills·

WANTED.

To let contract to cut and

peel

one

hundred thousand of hemlock lum-

J.

ber.

M. THAYER.

orlcsi. Also a certain lot or ρ ireel of I ml -li
u ited In said Paris containing twenty-live acits
more or less and being part of lot numbere
twentr-nlnc In the fourth range of lot* in sal
I'arls and being the same convened to me 1<
\\ tlllam Parlln by hi" deed dated Nov. 12, A. I
1871'· and, whe*ea-. said Agnes Κ < hase by he
deed of assignment dated Sept 2*J, l>", and r
corded In sai l Registry, book 221. pages 2*!!' a·
270. did assign said mortgage deed, til·· note
(lebt and claim thereby secured, to me, the ur
designed : and. whereas, the condition of sai
mortgage has l*en broken, now. therefore, y
reason of tlr breach of the condition thereof
claim a foreclosure of -aid mortgage.
Dated at I'arls, Maine, this twelfth day of

1>. 1905.
GERTRUDE D. HAMMOND
By Wright Λ Wheeler, her attorneys.

June,

Paris Hill, Me.

A.

All Our

Spring Coats

at

Coats Tint Have Been Selling for $ 7.50

now

$3-75.

9.00

now

4.50.

unfavorable
the
Notwithstanding
weather the W. C. T. U. fair was quite a
in
about twenty dolsuccess, bringing

lars. Miss Stickney and Miss Harmon
sang a duet; Mrs. Cameron gave several
instrumental selections; the "little
folks" sang and Miss Adams of Dover
read many pieces in a pleasing manner.
Charles Stickney and wife are visiting
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney.
Erwin Giles attended commencement
at Bowdoin last week.

5.00.
9.00

now

SHIRT WAIST SUITS ALSO MARKED LOW TO CLOSE.

}·

BAPTIST CHURCH, Paris Hill.
MAIN STREET, Norway.

spool. Only

a

3 Cents Each—2 for 5 Cents.
Λ Τ THE PHARMACIES OF

Newry.

Remember the

day.

place.

JI

Summer 5tore, Paris Hill.

Ι

F.

A.

SOUTH

Mrs. Flora Powers is failing rapidly.
It is not expected that she will long
survive. She is insane but too feeble
to be removed to Augusta.
Mrs. Ramsell had twelve teeth extracted a week ago and has been ill in bed
swollen.
is badly
face
since. Her
Gertrude Bailey is caring for her.

HUGE

:ure

was

a

Old. Dutoli Process.
If you want

a

wear for five

years.

A F'001" Finish·

p_ A =I Λ Γ
j/\r=/\=L/\V/,

Wears Like |ron

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

Outing Suits
For Summer Wear.

price but

cats and trousers make an ideal suit

Coo1, unlincd

days.

for the hot

anil turn up

at

The trousers have

loops

for belt

Thc-e suits

come

in

bottom.

loosely

of seasonable fabrics, cool,
spuns and tl

other thin clothes.

either, $5

to

$io.

the suit up to

PARIS

twisted home-

innels, tropical weight
Prices

$3.

Fancy

worsteds and

not

are

expensive,

wash vests to finish out

L'n-

White duck trousers $1.

lined blue serge coats

lot

a

$2.50

$3.50.

and

FOSTER,

B.

MAINE.

Dayton Bolster & Co.
ARE SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

■

Best Work.

% -Μ.1Ά

Optician.

S. RICHARDS,

TASK!

huge task,

Lowest Prices.

BIG MARK DOWN SALE.
Monday and Tuesday, Juue

26 and 27,

LACE CURTAINS
For 49c. to $2 00 a
and $2 50 to $4 75

Arabian color and

see

Black,

worth

Lot of Silk Suits, worth $10.50,

OS
SOUTH

Mnrltot

Lot of Skirte, worth $5.00,
Lot of

Skirte,

*

Waists, worth

elephone

,

18-4.

/ASTORIA

50c. to $1.00,

Sale Price 25c.
Sale Price 98c.

M. LUKTT,
136 Main St., Norway

hi Klid You Hav· Alwajs Bought
1

Sale Price $2.08
Sale Price $3.08

worth $0.50,

Lot of Colored

Sale Price $3.08

Sale Price $10.08

g.ears

Squaro,
MAINM-

PARIS,

Tuesday.

$T.50,

style.

them.

Money
Brirg me

of no

they

Lot of Mohair Suits, in Brown, Blue and

pair in Nottingham
a pair in the new

Also Tapestry table and couch
Covers and Draperies.
Call and

use

they are
glasses.

Sale Price $5.00

last,

Lot of White Waists at 25 per cent, discount.
NO SECRET ABOUT IT.
1 Lot of Hate, worth $2.00 and $8.00,
It is no secret, that for Cuts, Burns,
Fleers, Fever Sores, Sore Eyes, Boils,
tc., nothing is so effective as Bucklen's
irnica Salve. "It didn't take long to η
■
ure a bad sore I bad, and it is all Ο. K.
>r sore eyes," writes D. L. Gregory, of
the
[one, Tex. 28c. at F. A. Shurtleff & i
For Infants 2nd Children.

drug store, South Pari·, West

good paint, ask for

Patton's Sun-Proof Paints,

N.

Some day you will get a bad scare,
rhen you feel a pain Id your bowels,
nd fear appendicitis. Safety lies in
)r. King's New Life Pille, a sure cure,
bowel and stomach diseases,
or all
uch as headache, biliousness; costiveGuaranteed at F. A. Shurtetc.
ess,
9ff & Co., Drug Store, Soutb Paris, West
'arts, only 25o. Try tbem.

a,

Pure.

•^-Guaranteed Strictly

A special election was held in Augusta
Commencing at r P. M. Monday, closing at 6 P. M.
lionday to vote on five proposed changes
As usual in j Lot of Ladies1 and Misses'
η the city government.
Tight and Loose Fitting Coats, that were $0.98 and
uch cases, the changes were all voted
Sale Pricc §3.08
$7.50,
lown, and is as also usual, the vote was
that
wore $ 10.00 and
of
the
total
fraction
and
a
Loose
and
Misses'
of
l
Lot
Ladies'
Coats,
Fitting
Tight
small,
only
•ery
Sale Price $0.98
oting population getting out to the
$12.50,
tolls.
to
10.50
Sale Price $8.98
were
.11 of our Finest Coats, that
£20.00,
$15.00, $
Λ
A BAD SCARE.
Lot of Ladiee' and Misses' Broadcloth and Voile Eton Suits, to closo while

o.

1

< ο.

White Lead.

NORWAY,

to undertake the
of such a bad case of kidney disof
F.
as
that
C.
Collier, of CheroBase,
kee, la., but Electric Bitters did it. Ile
writes: "My kidneys were so far gone,
[ could not sit on a chair without a
cushion; and suffered from dreadful,
backache, headache, and depression. In'
Electric Bitters, however, I found a cure,
ind by them was restored to perfect
lealth. I recommend this great tonic
nedicine to all with weak kidneys, liver
>rstomach."· Guaranteed by F. A. Shurteff & Co., Druggists,. South
Paris,
Vest Paris; price 50c.
It

X.

ATTENTION, PAINTERS!

East Bethel.

graduates.

SIU'KTLKFF

^^aqaqoaQoaqqao^: : > ;

H.

Miss Maud Itussell closed a very successful t«(m of school here the 23d with
very interesting and appropriate exercises.
Lester Bean has closed a long term
i»f school at Wilson's Mills and returned
home the 24th.
Mrs. F. Β. IIowe and son are spending a few weeks at Songo Pond with Mr.
Howe who is working there.
Z. W. Bartlett recently lost a very
valuablo
three-year-old colt. It got
sntangled in a woven wire fence and was
found dead in the pasture.
Mrs. Η. E. Bartlett accompanied by
lier sister from Lowell, Mass., attended
the graduating exercises of Gorham
Her daughNormal School, last week.
ter, Miss Amy Bartlett, was one of the

Λ.

F.

»HI)BTMPF * CO.

Seîrâe

Maine.

Norway,

|

J ·;™ρλΠ Maine.

2 Stores,

S.B.&Z. S. PRINCE

have been engaged this week
up wiro for the farmers' tele-

j

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

spool cotton
dozen spools to

customer and we shall make this

one

Mrs. Julian Farrar and daughter of
Woodfords visited at J. S. Allen's
Thursday of this week.
Mr. Allen has taken a "poplar" job
and has three men in the woods cutting
and peeling poplar,—and fighting mos-

one

|

STURTEVANT HOME, Hebron.

1st we shall sell machine

for 4c. per

|

jj

MARKET SQUARE,
)
COUNTY BUILDINGS, South Paris.
)
MOORE PARK,

WE HAVE JUST PLACED ON OUR COUNTERS A SMALL
LOT OF LEFT OVER MUSLIN WRAPPERS AT 59 CENTS.

July

IBUKTLEPF * CO.

Λ.

F.

CO.

*

Souvenir Post Cards.

LOCKWOOD COTTON. 36 and 40 inches, 6 and 7 OFNTS.
JOBBERS REPORT THAT COTTONS ARE SURE TO BE HIGHER, SO BE GOVERNED ACCORDINGLY.

Norway Lake.

112-8.

New Line of

SHIRT WAIST SUIT PATTERNS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Μrs. Hose Holt of Fairfield lias recently been a guest at W. S. Partridge's.
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore is at Denmark
caring for Mrs. Bernard Potter, who
has a baby daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Burns are visiting friends in Naples.
Mrs. J. E. Marston and children have
returned from their visit in Upton.
Flood was at David
Mrs. Eugene
Flood's Wednesday.

putting
phone.

lo.oo now

1S.00

NORWAY, MAINE.

■ λ

Half-price

and

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Guaranteed to

ATTENTION!

East Brownfield.

Men

Risers

C, D, E,

them.

BLOCK,

κ>&e£KM>c
I F. Λ. SÈIURTÏ.EFF

running

Vil'age

see

Tolophono

family of two, washing
Apply at once.

MRS. Κ. N. PRINCE,

Ask to

SV.'ETT, Manager.

E.

good

NOTICE OF KOUECLOSI RE
WFIBRE\8, Franklin If Thurlow of Wood
I stock, In the county of < ) χ ford an·! State ol
NOTICE.
Maine, by hU mortgage deeii dated the »lxih day
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he of August, 1SS0. and rcco-ded In the lotion'
2»'·
ias been duly appointed administrator of the
Uejfl«(ry of Deeds, book 224, page· 2»!»!, 207l'or
of
•state of
! and 2·»!·, conveyed to Acnes K. ( liaIn οsaid
state
ELLEN HARRINGTON, late of Greenwood,
of
t.uniberiand
the
Co'untr
In
land,
Wo< 1
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
a certain parcel of rea'estate situate In
K>nde as the l»w directs. All persons having stock, aforesaid, and bound) d and d· s.-rlb >d
said
are
of
dcccascd
estate
the
of
situated
lemands against
land
follows : a certain tract or parcel
leelred to present the same for settlement, and 1 in the town of Wood.-toek together with the
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- buildings thereon lielng lot number live In the
Tient Immediately.
west part of said town of H no·I t •' k excepting' so
MICHAEL H. HARRINGTON.
much of said lot as lias bien previously solo to
June 2oth, 1905.
Charles Riisfc'I. Also another lot of land rltuatrd in the town of Paris adjoining the udd '"t
NOTICE.
numbered live on t^e south side and c nt lining
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he twenty-live acres more or lest and the who
m
lias been duly appointed administrator of the containing one hundred and twenty acres

home hero.
Ileald & Stearns are building a pretty
summer
commodious
and
dwelling
opposite the school house at the Center.
E.
and
Louise T. Brigcs
Briggs
Mary
have both been here for a short time,
B.
to
Walter
and have sold their place
Stone.
The Grange at North Lovell are building a large two story Grange building,
and it is so far along that they expect to
dedicate it-July 4th.
Grace Plummer is to work at Farrington's at Lakeview this summer ami
Virgie Emory is at Β. E. Brown's.

quitoes.

of

We have them in

bargain.

a

Ν OPERA HOUSE

Mountain View Farm,
South Paris, Me

the house,

style.

>rrcct in

c

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

Apply

WANTED.

is

EE widths.

house and board the
cook,
farm hands. Good position and good
to ta!<e

pay.

NOTICE.

woman,

BLUCHER OXFORDS, light sole and very

surely

It

For Piles· Burns, Sore*·

An able «bodied

very nice lot of WOMEN'S RUS-

a

We Shall Sell Them for $1.75.

Salve

DeWitt's

:

BRETT.

1004.

purchased

soft and flexible, dark shade,

NOTICE.

to make pay-

EDWA RIl IV

SET

SUSAN F. HARLOW.

notice that ehe
The subscriber hereby gives
the last
been <luly appointe·! executrix of
of
vlll ami testament
JULIA E. STEVENS, late of Woodstock,
All persons
η the County of Oxford, deceased.
of said de·
îavliig demande Against tho estate
for settle·
same
the
to
desired
present
:eased arc
arc requested to
nent, an<l all Indebted thereto
Immediately.
make pavaient
June 2(ilh, 1903. ELIZ ΥΠΕΤΙΙ Λ. STEVENS

The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie
las been duly appointed executor of the last
vlll and testament of
JOHN FOYE, late of Canton.
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
jonds as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
leelred to nreaent the saine for settlement,
ind all Indebted thereto are requested to make
jsvment Immediately.
NATHAN REYNOLDS.
June 20th, 1905.

friends to the people here.
Judge Barnard and family came this
their
week. They have established
become old

arc

We have

ias

hereby gives notice that he has
appointed administrator of the

dl Indebted thereto
oent Immediately.
June 20th, 1905.

people are coming again
Among others arriving now
Ilirsches, Waits,
Werrens,

Volks, Pickerings

NOTICE.

notice that she
The subscrllier hereby gives
of the
been iluly appointed administratrix
of
-tlt«*
Parle,
or
late
A DOLPHU8 Κ HARLOW,
anil (riven
η the County of Ox fori, deceased,
All persons having
tonds as the law directs
arc
lemands against the estate of βαΙ<1 deceased and
Icelre'l to present the same for settlement,
make pay·
>11 Indebted thereto are requested to

Lucy Dunai.ds Bkf.tt, late of Waterford,
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
tondaaa the law direct*. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
Icslrcd to present the same for settlement, and

summer

usual.
the
are

duly

Oxfords at $1.75.

ins

tient Immediately.
.June 20th, 1905.

Blucher

Russet

Women's

NORWAY.

relephone Connection.

NOTICE.

«en

1

MASONIC BLOCK,

The subsorllicr

Frank Harmon has been through
Bethel, Greenwood and neighboring
towns in the interest of the Maine
Farmer.
Ο. E. Andrews and family are at
South Paris for a few days' visit, and to
attend the graduating exercises of the
high school where his daughter Albertha is among the graduates.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. T. Stearns are at
Wellesley, Mass., to attend the college
graduation of their daughter Alice.
as

.icensed Taxidermist,

|J

Lovell.

|

grand-1

Clarence King,
Wriijht Flavin,
Arthur Kla?ln,
Roger Lappln,

Ethel M. Howe,
Teacher.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallie F. Clark and son,
Albert Silver, enjoyed an outing at Weld
Poud, June lGtli to liHh.
RAIML1FFK 9; OXFORD 5.
George Jones has returned from his
Kadcliffeof Norway defeated Oxford
visit among his old friends in Auburnon the fair grounds Saturday afternoon
Mass.
by the above score. Day pitched a good dale,
Lee Elliott is at home for a while.
game for Norway, being especially efEugene Davis was at Richardson Lake
fective when Oxford had men on bases.
several days recently, and got all the
Norway was strengthened by the addi- fish the law
allows.
tion of two new men, a second baseman
John Holland is building himself a
and short stop.
house near his father-in-law's, V. E.
nokway 4: oriolks ο.
Fuller's.
A team from Norway defeated the
has had the
Miss Villa Gammon
Orioles on Penley tield Saturday after- I measles.
noon in an interesting ten inning contest
North Stoneham.
by a score of 4 to 3. The smallness of
commenced
the score shows that both teams must
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Gammon, Mr. and daughter,
Programme.
week or two since. But there are yet
have played good ball.
Mrs. J. C. Saw ver and daughter, Mr. and
Orchcftra
four uien living alone within our knowl- Music
Mrs. R. M. McKeen, and Mrs. Will CulKev. Frederick Newport.
Pravcr
two of whom were never married
Fryeburg Academy Graduation.
Orchestra.
M uslc
bert attended Sunci>ok Grange at Lovell edge,
and are doiug their work indoors and Salutatory,—"lllrds lu Literature,"
The baccalaureate sermon before the
Friday night.
*Alice EtUe Needham.
out.
hkss of 1H05, Fryeburg Academy, was
..Kthel Havte Woodman.
lass
(.'apt. Wm. Brooks of Milton PlantaAsking one of those men recently, Music History
-Eollan Quartette.
given Sunday evening. June 18, by Kev. tion visited bis granddaughter, Mabel
why he did u<>t get married when there Oration,—"Some Domestic Conditions of Burns.
II. H. Hoyt of Hi ram. who spoke from Brooks, last week.
Charles
Russia,"
a
women
who
wanted
so
were
many
the words, "Keep my commaudiuents
H. B. McKeen and daughters, Beryl,
Address to Undergraduates
home of their own, his reply was that
and live."
Lillian Edith Mait'n.
Winnifred and Sarah, went to Norway to
and sinoe there Music
-Eollan Quartette.
Monday evening there was a prize visit relatives Friday, returning Sunday. marriage was a lottery,
were ten blanks to one prize he thought Essay,—"The Packing and Shipping of
speaking, at which first prize was awardwife
and
William
Haskell Rums.
daughter
Adams,
Perley
Apples,"
it best to keep out of it and not make a
ed to Vera Cameron, second to John
(Hive Mae Martin.
Prophecy,
Irene, of Albany, were at Joliu Adams' bad matter worse.
Eollan
Music
Quartette,
Bailey, aud a class prize, a picture, to Sunday.
Harrv Windsor Davis.
Presentation of (Jlfts
Elijah Libby and wife had a reunion Valedictory,—"The
the third year class.
Willis Warren from East Stoneham
March of Science,"
on the (>t h inst., al! his 10 children and
The graduating exercises were held in
tWIIllam G. Cash.
stayed with his brother, Fred Warreu, IS grandchildren being present, besides Music
-Eollan Quartette.
the Congregational church on Tuesday.
Saturday nisiht.
of
Very handsome decorations were in the | L. J. Gammon and wife have gone to several of the neighbors. A long table Presentation Diplomas
Supt. Frederick Newport.
was set out doors, and while they wore
class colors of green, yellow and white.
Singing of Class Ode.
liridgton ou a visit.
the inuer man, Walter Music
-Eollan Quartette.
The programme was as follows:
replenishing
Dennis Adams' mare has a very pretty
•Highest rank lu four years' course
Arkett photographed the whole comKev.S. T. Livingston. colt.
A warded for high attainment while complett
Prayer
to
was
prepared
satisfy ing course in short period.
pany. The dinner
Music.
the most fastidious epicure, and the
East Waterford.
Sa'utatory,
May Gertrude Roberts.
oil
West Sumner.
festival
whole
very pleasantly
passed
•True Auieri'anlsm,
Paul .lone* Newman.
Mrs. Hose Holt of Fairfield and Mrs. to all the
Sadie Evelyu Flint
Mm,
participants.
Byron M. Small and family
Attorney
The Hi-*· of Art lu America, Gertrude lluwaril. | Mary Lovejoy of South Waterford are
Passing along the road the other day of Farmingt<m came to visit his parents,
•Educational Value of the Itrama
a few days at G. A. Miller's.
spending
nests
two
noticed
we
caterpillars'
large
Small and wife, June 17tli.
M.
G.
Carolyn Whltmore.
Henry O. Kolfe has brought a sixty- on oue small apple tree and within a Capt.
Class Oration— Roosevelt, the Man
He returned to his home the 19th,
in
from
his
mill
horse
Webster Bennett l>avls
power engine
few rods of the owner's home. Evident- leaving his family for a few weeks1
Uuuiford and set it up in the upper mill
Muslo.
ly that man likes caterpillar society visit.
A Human Wonder
Carolina Webster. here.
better than people generally, or they
Emily Tuell is home from Gould
'Formative Influences of Our National
Geo. H. Keen is improving.
would have been cremated or otherwise
Literature
Gracc Florence llowanl.
Academy on her vacation.
time.
before
this
Which or Both
Waiter Horace Burnell.
destroyed
Grass and other crops are looking I
Wilson's Mills.
Lulu Spencer Karri ugtou
Prophecy
It will be remembered that this town
finely in this section in spite of the late
Presentation of Gilts, .Wllliaui Hapgoot Berry.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint were in has a man, Stanton U. Cole, who is cold
Clasaode
Orarnel Henry Sian'ev. I
spring.
Esther Ayshla Hlil. ] town for a day or two the first of the claimed to be the smallest man in town
Valedictory,
Mrs. I„i η nie Packard and Mrs. Minnie |
A warding of Prizes.
week
if not in the state; his height being four Xewell
spent one day last week with
rresentatlon of Diplomas.
H. G. Bennett, our popular road agent, feet, eight inches, and his weight 70 friends at East Sumner.
Benediction.
is putting our roads in tine shape for pounds, and it will also be remembered
Hazel Jordan is working for Mrs. II. I
'Excused.
summer travel.
that some time last year he was duly Ύ. Heath.
II. W. Fiekett has been putting in married to his cousin, Miss Carrie,
Music was by Garrity's Orchestra of
Η. Β. T. Chandler is homo from BowPortland.
crops on Azel Wilson's place.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley doin College fur vacation.
Flint
is
ill
A.
A.
town.
was
the occasion
The diplomas were conferred by Dr.
Cole, which marriage
Madge Tuell is visiting her
F. P. Flint and wife came in from of many jokes and pleasantries from the
S. C. Gordon of Portland, who is a sumparents, Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Bowker.
Mr.
Flint
was
in
of
the
mer resident of Fryeburg. and has been
on
account
Xewry Thursday.
going public,
disparity
Lucien M. Robinson, I). D., of Philapresident of the board of trustees of the to the lakes with a party while Mrs. the size of the parties in question. In delphia, was in the place last week
to
home
Flint
returned
their
was
for
time
due
Sunday
restored,
however, quiet
academy
years.
ing ou friends.
Prizes were awarded as follows:
takiug Lois Bennett with her for a brief and so continued until the 11th inst.,
Misses Keardon and Walker are at the I
when it was announced that the said ''Deaconess' Home" and are
Excellence In
Classlc.il Scholarship—First, | vacation.
boarding J
John Goodnow has been to Colebrook Mrs. Cole had presented her husband
girl, Lulu Karrlneton; boy, Krnest FUleM
with Mrs. E. G. Doble.
second, girl, Mise Nu te; boy. Harold Borghort. after a load of seasoned
lumber for with a fine boy baby; and then, brieflyEnglish Composition—Sadie Clint.
Denmark.
General Improvement—Girl, Maggie Keefe; j Ernest Bennett.
stated, gossip renewed itself just as
Mrs. Nellie Sturtevant and Mrs. Belle mit;bt be expected.
boy.Cdnton Ko we.
Mr. C. I. Smith is up to the camp for a ]
Cameron were in town making calls the
Erastus Bryant was 80 years old the Portland
party until the 10th of July.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Û2d of March; and although he has been
past week.
A brisk tire was discovered about
W.
Buckman
J.
has
a
from
with
altnost
1st
in
rheumatism
gasoline
troubled
put
Time,
Tuesday
August. Place,
p. m. Thursday afternoon in the workBear Mt. Grange, South Waterford. launch on the Magalloway above Azis- boyhood and also with other troubles
shop and tool house of Mr. Augustine
coos Falls.
he
is
remarkthe
few
during
years,
past
Program:
Ingalls, caused by water getting into a
ably smart and bids fair to live out barrel of lime. Being discovered in good
Opening Grange in 5th degree.
Brownfield.
Routine Business.
another decade of years.
season, but very little damage was done.
Conferring 5th degree.
His son, Newton A. Hryant, built his
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday it
The hay crop bids fair to be large in
Woman's Half hour.
uew house
directly in the rear of the this section.
Question, What good has the grange accomplish rained.
ed for the sisters and the home? Opened by J
The W. C. T. U. had a sale Monday old one, which bo tore down recently;
Change of time in the mail carrying I
Sister Augusta Monroe.
and when the cellar is tilled, the land
evening at Town Hall.
the 20th; 5:30 ▲. u. will be the
Monday,
Intermission.
at
Thursday evening prayer meetiug
graded and the finishing touches put on hour for Jim to leave here.
r. x.
church.
a
the new house he will have rather fine
Mr. Loring Jones of Gloucester, Mass.,
Entertainment of one-half hour by Bear Mt.
Thursday evening the Brownfield residence.
is spending a few days1 vacation with his
Grange.
ou Dr. Fitch's
a
concert
Cadet
Band
trees
are
now
forest
And
the
gave
being brother, A. H. Jones, at the Maplewood.
Question, How ran we accomplish the best re
suits In the dairy business:-' J. A. Roberts I lawn, which was much enjoyed by those cut and peeled, preparatory to being
and Ε. E. Witt.
who heard it.
iu
due
and
into
made
paper
Gllead.
«hipped
Winnie Kendall.
Song,.
Mr. J. Q. McDonald went to South time, and could we know how many
Sister Alma Ju kins
i'aper
Miss Edith Cole went to Berlin Friday.
trees are cut on Uncle Sam's farm every
Reading,
Norway Grange. Paris Tuesday.
W. R. Kimball and wife visited hi?
Paris Grange.
Song,
year for that purpose, the question
Music to be furnished by Bear Mt. Grange.
mother, Mrs. Adeline Kimball, recently.
suggest itself as to how long the
might
Hiram.
Cleveland Kimball has gone to Berlin
Secretary.
forests will hold out at that rate, and
1» woik as baggage master.
On Sunday, June ISth, we sweat at 95
jould we know how many trees are
Miss Rose Murphy spent Sunday with
ilegrees, on Monday, the 19tb, we shiver îeing used every year for railroad ties
East Oxford C. E. Lnioi
iter sisters, who are teachers here.
ad at 54.
a similar question
m the same
farm,
The semi-annual meeting of the East
State Master Gardner was in town FriMrs. Elizabeth A. demons, widow of
night come up again.
Oxford Christian Endeavor Union will the late
lay and instructed candidates of MountLafayette demons, is confined to
be held with the Congregational church tier bed
tin View Grange in the 3d and 4th deby rheumatism. Her children,
East Hebron.
at Andover, June 'SI, 11)05.
Opening Mr. Andrew W. demons and Mrs. Nellie
crees.
social service at 10:30 A. v. A strong
The copious rain gave life to the seed
Mrs. Alfreda Davies, with her twol
Bigley, and her grandson, Master Arthur
programme has been arranged and a Bigley, of Denver, Colorado, are visiting < hat had lain dormant for a long time in shildren and nurse, is visiting at
session
is
assured.
he
helpful
lale Farm.
tier at the residence of her sister, Mrs.
ground.
Grass is growing finely and thickens
Kugene Wads worth.
in
this
wet
weather.
Word conies from Orrington that it
are
visited ip
Mr. and Mrs. Eli demons
North Paris.
Insects of various kinds, unknown
is feared the dreaded San Jose scale has >y Mr. Edwin K. Welch, principal of
Miss Sybil Abbott, of Clark University, I
been discovered there. From the de- Joe's Academy at Northwood, Ν. H., 1 lere, are with us, this being their first
is visiting at A. J. Ab1 iait.
: Atlanta, Ga.,
scription sent him, Prof. E. F. Hitchings ind his wife, who is their daughter.
Mrs. Kelley, the former clergyman's >ott's.
of Waterville feels almost certain that
Some ten persons were admitted to the
H. W. Dunham visited his brother at |
the insect is the San .lose scale. The Methodist church at East Hiram on Sun- rife, passed two days in this place re< ently.
All were well pleased to see her Yaterville last week.
state entomologist says the scale is to < lay.
Mrs. Webb has not been quite as well
be dreaded more than any other tree
Miss Emily H. Sweet of Arlington, 1 lere again, but her visit was too short to
1 he past week.
1
insect because of its rapid propogaMon ] Mass., is enjoying her seventh summer ] •lease her friends.
Leroy Abbott is at home from his
C. F. McKenney's grandson, Perley
and that it can not be seen by the naked ·, it Eli C. Wadsworth's cottage.
at Hebron.
Mrs. Chas. Kennedy of Cambridge,
IcKenney, came over from Turner to chool
eye until after it has spread to a degree
Rev. Mr. Parker is not expected
that makes the life of the tree sure of ] dass., is boarding at Mr. Albert F. t ike bis grandfather home with him for
1 ireaoh her· muoh longer.
1 visit, last Sabbath.
I i loward'i.
destruction.

|

Clara liacon,
Lillian Day,
Rnv Υοιιηκ,
Wlllard Curtle.

NASH,

J. WALDO

DYING OF FAMINE
Is Id its torment·, like dying of conThe progress of consumpbi niption.
ti >n, from the beginning to the very end,
is a long torture, botn to victim and
fr iends. "When I had consumption in
it i first stage," writes Wm. Myers, of
C sarfoss, Md., "after trying different I
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury recently
in vain, I
t snded the school graduation at Farm· m edicinee and a good doctor,
at last took Dr. King's New Discovery,
igton.
cured me."
Mr. and Mrs. Chester H. Lane went w hicli quickly and perfectly
cure for coughs,
ist Friday to Ruraford Fall· where they Ρ rompt relief and sure
etc. Posilin a party of the Knight Templar·, of c< ilds, sore throat, bronchitis,
rhich Mr. Iiane is a member, in a trip to ti vely prevents pneumonia. Guaranteed
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s, Drug Store,
langeley Lakes. Mr. and Mrs. Lane ex- at mth
Si
Paris, West Paris; price 50c. audi
ect to return the first of this week.
At this writing Mr. James Robinson $ ..00 a bottle. Trial bottle free.
as bad another attack of illness, and is
a a very critical condition.
NOTICE.
Mr. Frank Reed is somewhat improvTbe subscriber hereby gives notice that she lias I
of
use
b< «η duly appointed cxccutrlz of the last will 1
d, although he has scarcely any
ai id testament of
lie arms and hands.
LEWIS BISBEE, late of Sumner,
Mrs. S. Clarence Curtis and children ,B the County of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
ivlng demands against the estate of said def Boston are here to visit for a few
c« aeed are desired to present the same for settle·
reeks at A. R. Bucknam's.
™ ent, an.l all Indebted thereto are requested to
Paul Lane, the son of Mr. Leland
ake pavment Immediately.
AURILLA SI'AULDING.
June 20th, 1905.
λπθ, of Rumford Falls, is visiting at C.
I. Lane's.
NOTICE.
nice
H. G. Brown now has nearly 200
The eub§crll>er hereby gives notice, that he I
hickene, and about 00 hens. He still h te been duly appolnte<T executor of the
if st will and testament of
narkete the eggs in Boston.
CHARLES Β BESJEY, late of Woodstock,
have moved
Maurice Bean and
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
to
the
rouj the rent in A. R. Bucknam's
snds as tbe law directs. AU jiersons having
of
end
Maple emanda against the estate of said deceased are
Villi· rent at the upper
d eslred to present the same for settlement, and
itroet.
a 11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-1
Primary school closed June 16. Names lent Immediately.
GEO. W. RICHA KI)S.
if pupils not absent one day:
June 20th, 1905.

West Parts.
Buckfleld.
Bethel.
At the cloaft of school in the grammar
and
Atwood
Fred
Mrs.
daughters,
labors
his
closed
Potter
Rev. F. C.
and child, of Rum· r wm the teacher·, Misse· Swett and
vith the M. E. church in this village liuoy and Mrs. Lyon,
Mr. At· I radbury, presented their soholars with
(une IS, and owing to ill health will 1 ord Falls, have been visiting
Mrs. C. B. At- t îeir photograph taken together, and as
nake his home for the present in Kezar vood'e parents, Mr. and
a token of esteem Mis· Swett was given
rood.
falls.
Mr. C. B. Atwood is often seen with a fountain pen by the scholars.
Mr. T. J. Foster has suffered a relapse
at-

Saved!

all you·" o!d

glasses that

are

to you, I will allow you whit
worth in xchinge for new

am well equipped with tho latest instrument» ami appllancis to determine a»1'
)rrect any defect of the cyo, and should you need glasses will tit yon with 'he

Best French

Crystalline Lens

at Half Price

Short Time. Difficult Case» Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
efunded. Kmbrace this opportunity and save your sight.

or a

Eyes tested

free.

>R. A. DeWITT PARMENTER,

or

Money

1.

Eye Refractionist.

Morrill Studio, Norway, Maluo.
urmorly of Boston, Maes. Scientific and 1'ractical Optician. Graduate of the

Philadelphia Optical College; 15 years practical experience.
Consultation and advice free.

Lll Kind· or

Optloal Repair Work OHW·

/\

Pood sale at the Baptist vestry
afternoon at 3 o'clock.

(Oxford Democrat

rhc

"T'lTin'AKlS.

The Good Cheer will meet
afternoon at the usual hour.

«tek W lb» "'Κ1» b",(ore 411 a

,

Fourth.

is at home froii
Miss Catherine Briggs
f'»r the summer.

fcrniinsit··»

her daugli
\ c Jones is visiting
v
at Wood fords
XI r, \v W. Walker,
and Mis )
m.! Mrs. Albert Dean
M,
a vacation in Lynn

Iiiaarô

pending

Maes·

i<n

Friday

Wednesday

lliram Lovejoy is building an additioi I
tl e end of his stable on Myrtle Street

Miss Lucelia Ciockeit is at home foi
the summer from her teaching in May
nard. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Morue and sol
Arthur of Minneapolis are guests at A,
E. Morse's.
Miss Susie L. Porter is at home foi
the summer vacation from her teaching
in Portland.

Carrie Hubbard of Lovell is wit! (
M
Miss Helen M. King is at home iron
F. Eastman, fo r
her Nier. Mrs. George
her teaching in Portland for the sum
a while.
mer vacation.
;
II. Little and family spent:
,. Λ
Election of officers at the next state»!
in Harpswel I
their
cottage
at
^ l iys
>

>

convention of Hamlin Lodge, K. of P.
A large attendance is hoped for.

!a»t *iek.

F. East
P. Morton and (ieorue
I amp C η cord Friday for :
: t
>" camping aud tishing.

\V
i:;

/.Λ

Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Park and Misses
Hattie Uurnell aud Carrie Hall are tarrying for a few days at the Park Cottage al
Old Orchard.

grading is being don
Morton house on Pari
ill William lï«»lton in charge.
b of

\

new

w

■■

Carl Mason received a day or two siuce
letter which hail been through the
Lake Shore wreck.
It was burned
around the edges, but the address was
still readable.
a

« harles E. Brett, Mr
\jr uj'i Mr-.
11 Record and Mr. and Mrs
\;
tt
!:0V l^tt rhursday fora trip
\\ [·
Four Ponds.
il>ert Quartette has been en
-,
for a week at the Univers
.·:··_< at Ferry Beach Park
» n July l*th.
wbi. h

The Seneca Club have a special meetevening with Mis*
Rounds. It is asked that all members
be present as important business is to
come before the club.

ing this Monday

.,

Mi>s K\
..

\

'j »!.

Walker was at Gorbani
ittead the commencement
r he Gorham Normal School,
she is a graduate.
1

Communion, reception of members

: wring of Chicago, the well
.manufacturer, a native of this
Λ
kmtwn
iJS ici-.'utly made a gift of SoôO,of
t .«.· Northwestern University
W

M. Johnson wish to
>i Mrs.
fuir -incere thanks to the
!ave shown them so much
■„
m l sympathy in their recent

Mr
v
...

bereavement.
-,
K. Strickland, who

been
had
week at home, returned Sata,.ik in Schenectady, \. Y..
has a position with the Cta
era. Κ ce trie Co.
il.l>s. who has been

employ-

oxtord County Creamery for
ibout to close his engage-

>

His
1><·ηa i U. Bean.
Κ

r>
flie barn.
w,

V;

,·α
r,

W

V

iit

II

s

:iT>

din·; of Sumner, who bought
Bonney place on Pleasant
te the cemetery after the

\

is

er,

house.
K. Baldwin, pastor of the
liurch. graduates from
al
He was in
I;.
_'e this week.
η
!.,··.*>
Sunday to attend the
his pulpit
.-are -ermou, and
s
..·:>· a
,| ;«lied by Kev. C. L. Wood·■·,.. v\ i * 11. who has twice before
|;.·\ Mr. Wood worth is dean
Π sin■·>■. College in I.ewistftn.
.·:·
η which is doing good work
>f business education.
il
I;.

\

t

.,

~

ι,
ir.

day following

da)
-·:

'>[»artment drill Tuesday eveu>nl\ nave the tireruen practice.
I :r f .r:i -lied entertainment and ni«<re or
»
: n «juite a crowd of spectators,
;·;
i :;nie< Nos. 1, 2,and 4. and
t
1. k and ladiler company, gave
hills. The hook and ladder
·>··;· it ate
: \ «et the extension ladder against
II. X. Parf I'ythian Block.
tir
horse into the hose carriage of
Ν
<
1. and with this the start was
m
> fr m the Methodist church and
ea.
j.any in turn went to the hy•irunt \n Market Square, made connect
; lied a line of hose up the ladder
A
t 'he r.->f, and turned on the water.
watch was held on the several compati -ν >!)■ 1 th
quickest time made was by
mi ; lui
and 4 combined, which
Nu.
Ί
the ri. k iu one minute and twenty·
ei.'.· se otids. The tiremen took hold
«
t
h s['irit and interest, and got
>■ n.i \ Suable drill from the affair.
\

!i

are

conspicuously unknowu.

oetter

iuan ne
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■
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B>y

;·:

farmer,

y

At lin.·

(

arulval,

1

.·

rulonul-e,
a

of
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Uena Trlbou.
Λ zoia Pike.
l.'lla Karrar.

Κ va Swttt
limiter I!· at,
Marj rie Barker.

ll.arti,

Izah

Pike.

Berenice Nash.
ί ve\ Μ
>!ηΐχlit March
Kuth tumiuloK^.

0;

FR1KN'1>S.

The interest in the graduation of th }
class of 1905 in Paris High School wa *
well testified by the mass of peopl )
which tilled the Baptist church to its ut
most capacity Thursday evening, lon| {
before the hour for the opening of tn >
exercises. Every inch of available spac< >
was
closely packed, and many etoo< I
through the two hours aud a half occu
pied by the programme.
numbering thirty, is considerably th< >
largest which has ever gone out fron
this school, and is certainly one of th< >
largest graduating classes of the year π
the country high schools.
The decorations of the church wer<
simple in effect and very pleasing. Tbi
arch back of the platform was tilled wit!
.'reen, mainly ferns, across which π
white was the class motto, "Non quis ;
seduuid," and the tigures 05 Othei
ferns and green plants were effectivél:
used in front of the platform. Festoons
of the class color, blue, and ropes oi
daisies were draped from the center ο
the ceiling about the room and over th<
windows. Knots of blue and the schoo I
color, garnet, were on the corners of th»
■

Th®, cl*?f
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has moved from the Sawin house.
Work on the Norway and Western
Railway Company's survey for the construction of the road is under way.
Several men are at work locating the
road.
Hon. John S. Harlow and Willis W.
Waiteof Dixlield were in town the first
of the week attending I'robate Court
and calling on friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne M. Whitman of
Peterboro, Ν. H., are with Mr. Whitman's parents, Judge and Mrs. C. F.
Whitman, for the summer months.
Mr. Whitman is the very successful and
popular principal of the Peterboro High
School.
At the aunual meeting of the stockholders of the Norway Home for Aged
Women the old board of officers were
re-elected. It is hoped that the management of the home will within a year be
able to reopen the home with a fund
large enough to support the same.
The last of the week a large delegation of W. R. C., nineteen in all, gave
Mrs. Benj. Tucker a surprise party.
Mrs. Tucker was equal to the occasion
and the party were well served with refreshments and enjoyed a most delightful visit.
The Gorraand A· Ford Dramatic Company appeared at the Opera House every

numbering forty-six

\t

piayed

there.

Wilson

BOLSTER

Schumarn

DISTRICT.

Hattie Gowell is visiting
Mrs. Albert Kyerson.

Williams

her

aunt,

Green leaf Emery of Snow's Falls was
in this place last Friday.

....(iaynor

Ellery Wheeler of Woodstock
James Record's last Wednesday.

Krojcinann

Krogn-ann

was at

Frank Witham has been doing carpenMr. Talbot
ter work for Arthur Talbot.
has connected his house and barn with a
woodshed and carriage house.

Λ;·:· kK'utly it had arown in a nighl
ke Jonah's gourd. At any rate, whet
people „'i>t down town Thursday mornin:,', there loomed large upon their visioi
a
twenty-foot cedar pole, standing ii
front of Hillings Block, at the corner ol

College Preparatory.
Blanche Ainy Barrows.
Frank Wlnelow Burbank.
Ray Andrew* Chapman.
Guy Wtlber Farrar.

English.

Albert ha Gertrude
l>onad Stone Brig*».
Josephine Bessee Cole.

Andrews.

Lewis Albert Keen.
.John Turner Llndlev.
Albeit Daniel l.itt ehale.
Howard Stowell Maxim.
Charles Elmer Merrill.
Merton Ardell Millets.
Κ va M ilrhea'l.
F ora Belle Murch
Italph Rrlgge I'ei.foM.
Grace Electa Peu'.cy.
Edward Eaton Shaw.
Ada May Tliaver.

Bernard" Franklin Twltchcll.

I.atln Sclentltlc.
Morton Virgin Bolster.
G rover Brown.
Helen Korea Chapman.
Haro!·) Cole.

Kthel Catherine Crockett.
\*era Pawn Foster.

VMs E**lna .Jcnne.
He.H-.ic May Mason.
Isabel Cromwell 51orton.
Sara luiozene Swctt.

Norway and Western Railroad.

stopping

western trip.
C. B. Cummings A Sons have greatly
improved their mill by placing a mutiler
It is now much
on the exhaust pipe.
less annoying to the public.
Reuben Cobb of Bolster's Mills is employed by James N. Favor in his harness

shop.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred I. Farwell of Bosvisited Mrs. Rowena Swan the last
of the week.
Walter I. Allard of Cambridge, Mass.,
made his Norway friends a short visit
the first of the week. Mrs. Allard has
been stopping with her parents in Paris.
Stella and Helen Pike were in Portlaud and Alfred this week.
ton

Kli.renco Madeleine Mudjre.* New Haven, Conn.
xOne of the Problems of To-day,
Leo Steward Trask,* Sortmrlleld
Lois Pearle Nile.; Rumrord Kal'e.
x"Tl-sot,"

Muerlca In Art...Kthcl Lucia Robinson,J Peru.
xWhy Japan Should Win,
Maud Eva Mars ton,* West Durham.
xThe Advantage* of Clean Athletic* In School,
J. Dwlght Curtis,—Brunswick.

[

I

j

Died.
In Brownflelil, J un" 10, James Rogers.
In Porter, June 2, Cecil, Infant son of Charles
and Fannie Lewis, aged about 4 months.
In llum'ord Falls, June 14, Mrs. Evelyn
(Knight), wife of Faruhara Elliott,aged89years.

A

Strayed.

Jersey

Heifer,

giving

milk.

Information wanted by
U. H. HEALD,
Paris Hill, Me.

SPRINKLERS.
Tin

or

green

CHASE'S

or

galvanized.

VARIETY

STORE,

South Paris, Maine.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Discharge.

)
j In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. I
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis
trlct Court of the United States for the District
of M aine :
in the
II. LINSCOTT of Paris,
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 3rd day of September, last past, he was
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
duly
of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
dulv surrendered all his property and rights of
property and has fully compiled with all
In the ir.a'ter of
JOSEPH II. LIXSCOTT,

JOSEPH

the requirements of said Acts and of the orders
of Court touching his
Wherefore he prays, that lie may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against Ids estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are cx
such discharge.
cepted by law* from of
-lune, A. D. 1005.
Dated this 19th day
JOSEPH II. LINSCOTT, Bankrupt.

bankruptcy.

j

j

give you
trades you can Hud anywhere.
W. TWITCHELL, Oxford.
can

For

Summer Comfort Iu Our
Meu's Outiug Suits.
summer

(coat

PROBATE NOTICES.

and

$2.50,

pleasure.

therein named.

that

forget
SHIRTS, STRAW
Don't

HIRAM W. FIFIELD, late of Paris, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Geo. A. Wilson, the executor

DELIA LONGSTAFF, late of Rumford. deceased; will an) petition for probate thereof
presented by Margaret Sheriffs, the executrix

LUCETTA M. WIVSLOW, late of Paris, de-1
reared ; will and petition for probate thereof |
presented by Lizzie A. Mlllett. formerly Win·
slow, the executrix therein named.

some

find the

wlilow.

LOT L HARMON, late of Carton, deceased;
pe tition that George H. Harmon or some other
suitable person be appointed administrator,
presented by Geo. H. Harmon, son.

largest

AMELIA A. PAINE, late of Canton, deceased; petition for llcen-e to sell ami convey
real estate presented by Orson L. Paine, ad-

Office, South

carriage

a

cluster you will

assortment and lowest

prices at
am selling

1

Norway.

Davis, guardian.

RK\N of Brownlleld, ward;

FRANK

account

presented

for allowance

Stone, guardian.

by

first
James R.

MERTON H. FOX of Porter, ward;
for license to sell and convey real estate
ed by Emma N. Fox, guardian.

petition
present-

CHARLES A. KIMBALL, late of Rumford,
deceased; re'lgnatlon of Llewellvn D. Elliott as
of the executors of said deceased's will pre
sented by said Elliott.

one

EUGENE PERCIVAL LOWELL, of Paris,
ward; petition for license to sell and convev
real estate presented by Frank Packard, guardtan.

I

PATTY WENTWORTH. late of Krowntleld.
d· ceased ; first and final account presented for
allowance by A rthur Merrill, administrator with
the will annexe I.
RUTH BOW M AN, late of Hebron,
first acount presented for allowance
G. Bowman, administrator.
GEO II. BRIGG8, late of Paris,
first account presented for allowance
S. Wright, admlnl-trator.

deceased;
by Ansel

fhMOUS

S/iof™ Women

|

No. 559

deceased;!

by James

SAVOY.

A DDI Ε L. BATES, late of New Haven. Connectlcut,deceased; copy of wll' presented for
and the appointment of Henry II. Bates
as executor thereof presented by
Henry H.
Kates, the executor therein named.
ELIZABETH r. TURKS, late of Hebron, de.
ceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by Francis H. Cobb,

probate

Oracle

Custom

executor.

|

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
\ true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

AN EXTREMELY SWELL OX FORI) MADE <>F SOFT PLIABLE PATENT KID

NOTICE.

WEIGH

MEDIUM

WITH

A DAINTY TIE

SOLE AND SAVOY HEEL.

FLEXIBLE

FOR

DAINTY

WOMEN AND ONE THAT WILL STAND THE MOST CRITICAL INSPECTION.

FAST COLORED EYELETS.

J. F. PLUMMER,

35 Market

South Paris.

Square,

ύ

CLEARANCE SALE.

the end we find many brokThese are relialots and odd sizes in our stock.

As this

we

season nears

reasonably priced. After liberal price cut-

are

offering tremendous possibilities for
a

—

very

approved styles.

Every

department

In this

pretty.

one

says

now one

they

dollar is

good as two

a

«5.00

short
OXE LOT suits of Panama, in blue, black and brown,
was
$18.00,
jacket, silk lined, shirred tlounce skirt,

Next to Poet

«

ARLINE D. CROCKER of Paris, want; llr^t
account presented for allowance by Rose L.

skirts,

DOCTOR
FIRST

Λ

Bear^the

91 Main St.,

A DON I RAM J. KERRY, late of Sumner, deceased; petition for an allowance out of personal
e tate presented by Leora A. Kerry, widow.

mixOXE LOT suits contains cheviots, mohairs, and light
several
colors,
plaited
blomte
front,
shurt
tures,
jackets,
$7.50
neat suits, were §15.00, now

THE

NORWAY.

JAMBS ΚΓ. FAVOR,

ministrator.

now

JOLLY FARCE COMEDY;
WELL ACTED.
FULL OF FUNNY SITUATIONS

BELTS, HOSIERY,

the TUCKER HARNESS STORE.
a good nice duster for 75 cents.

CLIFFORD NEWMAN, late of Dlxlleld,
deceased; llrstand tlnal account presented for
allowance by W. W. Rianchard, administrator.
H.

month ago.
and
OXE LOT suits, fitted jacket, neat skirt of mixed blue
$4.50
now
was
$0.00,
gray goods,
OXE LOT suite of novelty mohair, short bloueo jacket,
brown and blue mixed, neat skirt, regular price $10.00,

The prizes awarded, in addition tc
those reported above, are as follows:
Declamation, boys, first prize, $10,
A
East Raymond:
Gardner W. Cole,
second prize, $5, Raymond A. Derbyshire, Lawrence, Mass. Girls, first prize,
$10, Grace E. Browne, Boston; second
prize, $S, Eleanore M. Wright, Old
Orchard.
A laugh from start to finish.
Biblical Literature, 1st prize, $10,
Seats on
Prices
25-35-50 cents.
Robert W. Messer, Rockland; 2d prize,
sale at Stone's.
$5, Alice W. Sweetser, Pownal.
Highest rank in Greek, $10.00, award·
ed to Robert W. Messer, Rockland.
Highest rank in Latin, $10.00, awarded
to Ethel M. Wood, Lebauon.
Highest rank in mathematics, $10.00,
divided between Willard II. Curtis, Ed
munds, and Herbert C. Cloudman, Wilmington, Del.
Highest general rank for all studies
THE MISTAKES OF YOUR LIFE.
during the year, $10.00, Ethel M. Wood
Do not number among the mistakes of Lebanon.
a
Prize offered by University of Main*
your life that of neglecting to procure
Tlien to me with the
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera fur excellence in declamation, $20.00
prescription.
aud Diarrhœa Remedy. Some of your Gardner W. Cole, East Raymond.
The more serious
family may bo suddenly attacked with
alare
cramp colic or diarrhœa, which
CHAMBERLAIN'S STOMACH ANI
the
illness, the greater
warm
the
prevalent during
ways
LIVER TABLETS BETTER TIIA>
weather, and immediate relief is necesthe need.
mediA DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION.
sary. This is the most reliable
I do not prescribe,
cine in use aud can always be depended
Mr. J. W. Turner of Truhart, Va.
and
but it is a part of my
upon, even in the most severe
says that Chamberlain's Stomach ant
dangerous cases. Get it to-day. It may Liver Tablets have done him more goot
business to compound
Sold by Sburtleff & Co., than anything h) could get from tbi
save a life.
the doctor's prescripSouth Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; doctor. If any physician in this coun
Noyes Drug Storo, Norway.
try was able to compound a medicim
tions as they are writthat would produce such gratifying re
troubles
ten.
etomach
cases of
in
suite
snow
Hurry
Portland reports an actual
biliousness or constipation, his who!
If I cannot do it, I
early in the morning of Tuesday—noth-a time would be used
in preparing this on
From
enow.
actual
ing elaborate, but
tell you so at once.
will
in medicine. For sale by Shurtleff & Co.
temperature in the nineties to snow
Jones Drugstore, Oxford
South
Paris;
the price is right.
And
is
hours
something phenomethirty-six
nal even for the vagaries of New England Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
BROOKS—The Pharmacist.
weather.

and CRASH HATS.

When in need of

P. HUSTON, late of Dlxlleld,
petition that Fluella L. Huston or
other suitable person l>e appointed administratrix, presented by Fluella L. Huston,
TIIAXTER

deceased;

as

—

stock of

complete

a

CASTORIA FocM.lt!«(CM*·.
ΤΙι· Kind You Have Always Bought

MARGARET BROWN, late of Pari··, deceased; will and petition for probate the eof
presented by Jame* 8. Wright, the executor
tliervln named.

This season's

IT French honor.

have

SOUTH PARIS.

therein named.

are

χ Excused.
*
Special
College. § Sclentlllc. Î English.
II Delivered Tuesdav evening, June 20.

we

F. H. NOYES CO.,

therein mimed.

Jacket and Skirt Suits.

Prizes.
Benediction.

Why

Outing Trousers

—

Awnrdlng

suit.—Cool, light

Suit

and comfort-

Prices from $5 to $10.

money saving. Here is
for you to judge by.

GlrV Prophecy,
...Ml>lam liurrage Bartlett,* South Thoiuaston
Boys' Prophecy,
Ezra Ralph Bridge,· Dexter
Valedictory—The Aspirations of Youth—Tin
human body by surgery. Organs are
Prophecy of Old Age.
Eleanore Mac Wr'ght,* Old Orchard
taken out and scraped and polished and
Conferring Diplomas.
enput back, or they may be removed
to
Class by
Address
Hon. George C. Wing, Auburn
tirely; bones are spliced; pipes take the
Singing Class Ode.
place of diseased sections of veins; anti-

is the ideal

trousers)

Outing

up-to-date

ting

lc.

outdoor life and business wear, the

able. If you will examine our line you will find we have a
persons Interested In either of the Batata· |
hereinafter named :
new and
assortment in both cut and fabric at
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
•Tone, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and Ave.
having been presented for the action thereupon
It
la
hereinafter Indicated.
hereby Orukrbd :
not
You will want one surely when you take your vacation.
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this onler to be
Ox- buy it now and enjoy it these warm days instead of sweltering in a
heavy
published three weeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a suit?
Probate Court to ue held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of July, ▲. D. 1905. at 9
of the clock In tht forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
to wear with an odd coat are nice for any man to have for business or
JOHN COOMDGE, late of Dlxfield, de-1
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof!
Good Patterns, $2,
$3.
presented by Moses O. Coolldge, the executor1

ble goods,

HGrace Ε lnor Browne,· Boston, Mass
||((ration—Λ Plea for Music.
fHubert Walcott Misser* Rockland.
Heading—"Kock Me t S!c.-p." (Aiert).Portland
Caroline Harding Wcscott §
Presentation of Class Gifts
Ree l ilobart Ellis,* Rangcley

honor.

load—and

a car

To all

A CLEVER COMPANY OF FUN
en
MAKERS WILL PRESENT

Enipre»s Josephine,

English

the beet

Norway Opera House,
July 1, 1905.

A Nation without a Country,
Clement Plummer Wcpcrtt,§ Portland.

t

I have them—some

You want them.

lees than

|

TRIUMPHS OF MODERN SURGERY.
Wonderful things are done for the

A hearing on the petition of the Norway and Western Railroad for incorporation was given by the railroad commissioners at Norway, Friday, June 23, at
10 A. m. The hearing was appointed at
UealV Hotel, but was adjourned to the ι
to wounds,
office of the railroad for conveuiouce. ; septic dressings are applied
and like injuries befoie
Chairman Peaks and Mr. Chadbourne ol 1 bruises, burns
inflammation sets in, which causes them
were in
the railroad commissioners
and in one- ;
attendance, Mr. Spolïord not being ί to heal without maturation
the time required by the old treatpresent. There was a good attendance third Chamberlain's
Pain Balm acts
of the parties interested from Norway, ment.
It is an antiWaterford and Stoneham, the towus on this same principle.
when applied to such injuries,
ami
run.
is
to
the
road
which
septic
through
It
The road was represented by its attor- causes them to heal very quickly.
K. Virgin ol ! also allays the pain and soreness. Keep
H.
Wilson.
Wallace
ney,
home and
Portland and Holt Λ- Barnes of Norwaj a bottle of Pain Balm in your
time and money, not to
also appeared in the interest of Don C. it will save you
and suffering
Seitz, who owns a grove in the uppei mention the inconvenience
entail. For sale by
end of Norway village through whicL which such injuries
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
the locatiou passée.
NorAfter a little preliminary work, it de Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,
veloped that the main question to be de- way.
termined at this hearing was different
Silas H. Wyman, foreman of a sash
from what those interested had préparée
and blind factory at Gardiner, is bestated
frankly lieved to have drowned himself, as ho is
for. The commissioners
that they had ouce decided that public
missing and his coat and hat were found
convenience aud necessity did requin
Mr. Wyman had
near one of the piers.
the building of a railroad over substan
which made him despondthat thai met reverses
and
route
the
projected,
tially
two daughters
ent. A widow and
questiou required no further considéra survive.
tion. The question was as to the lega

We Offer You

BANANAS FOR TME FOURTH.

|

Music.
Address to Undergraduates, "Gradatlm,"
Alice Isal>el Porter,I SouthThomaston.

Mu

A. NOYES, South Paris.

J.

day
foregoing

3 P. M.

The

BLUE'STORES.

The subscrilier h-rcby gives notice that bel
OIlltKK OK NOTICE ΤΙΙΚΗΚΟΛΓ.
has been duly appointed executor of the lust will
District ok Maine, ss.
and testament of
JULIA G. BATE*, late of Paris.
of Juno, Λ. D. 1905, on I
On this 24th
It
Is—
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons I
petition,
reading the
ordered bv the Court, that a hearing be had having demands against the estate of said desame for setA. D.
upon the same on the 14th day of July, Die- 1 ceased are desired to present the
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
1:105, before said Court at Portland, In said
and that to make payment Immediately
In
the
forenoon;
o'clock
10
at
trlct,
LEWIS C. BATES.
June 20th. 1905.
notice thereof lie pubilnhcd In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed lu said District, 1
other
and
known
persons
creditors,
ami that all
NOTICE.
In Interest, may up|>ear at the said time am'
The subscrll»ers hereby give notice that tliev I
place, and show cause, 1f any they have,notwhy
exccutrlces of the
been
have
duly
appointed
!*·
the prayer of said petitioner should
lat-t will and testament of
granted.
late of Peru.
H.
I.OUI9A
THORNE,
that
the
Court,
And It Is further ordered liy
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credestate of suld dethe
demands
having
against
adthis
and
order,
itors copies of said petition
censed are desired to present the same for netdressed to them at their places of resldeuce as
and all Indebted thereto are requested
tlemcnt,
stated.
to make payment Immediately.
witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
CORA A. HARLOW.
of the said Court, and the seul thereof, at PortM ARY Ε. BA88ETT.
June 20th, 1905.
land, In said District, on the 24th day of June, 1
D. 1M05.
JAMES E. HEWEX,Clerk.
[L. s.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

χ

status of the Oxford Central Electrit
Railroad Co., which "was chartered it
180T to build a road over substantially
This company hat
the same route.
with all the preliminary re
the 'irb, where
complied
th«
Maple Street enters
or
quirements, and had done some work
^'Itiare. It soon developed that it be·
construction. The commissioners had m
I to the Citizens' Telephone Co.,
knowledge as to what the legal rights o!
and that it had with keen strategy beet
Drowned in Kezar Pond.
that corporation were, and could no
set id the
early hours of the morning. Ii
road over the same rout
seen.»·.) to be only a bare pole, and yet it 1 WALTKR THOMPSON OF NORWAY LOSES charter another
if the Oxford Central still had right
a
very short space of time it budded ant
HIS LIKE ON SUNDAY.
there.
blossomed and brought forth a bounte
An hour of rather desultory taking ο
ous cr« p of trouble.
In the tirst place
of Norway was
Walter
Thompson
and informal discussion fol
t
testimony
th- pole wasn't wauted
ο
there;
drowned in Kezar Pond on Sunday, lowed this announcement by the com
[
t"'irst« not.
th·
Id the second place,
while bathing. Mr. Thompson was missioners. The parties were not pre
j·· le wasn't strictly in the street, but oi
with a party at a camp
to bring legal proofs of the gener
'•and belonging to the Market Squari spending Sunday
owned by him pared
on the pond which was
understood fact that the Oxfort
ally
I
thin
the
Association.
Iu
Building
and three other men. The drowning Central has been practically a defunc
p ace, no nue had given any authority U
occurred Suuday afternoon, and at a late corporation ever aince the "Italian war1
s-1 a ρ·Κ· there,
lu the fourth place hour at
night the body had not been of '97. A recess was finally taken till afte
!
w hat
were the rights of the Citizens
recovered.
and at that time it was agreed t
( o.
ii dinner,
anyway? On the other hand, it wa
Mr. Thompson lived on Boal Street
the hearing till the Otb of Jul;
quietly said that the pole was there ti Norway village. He had been in th< adjourn
at Augusta.
Co
stay. There was some prospect of ι
Manufacturing
Mason
of the
It may be necessary before final actio;
ni^rrv war. and nothing that has happer employ Paris ever since that enterprisi t
at South
can be taken on the charter of the Not
ed in months has furnished a basis for si
The International Paper Company ha
ol
40
about
was
He
years
to determin
was started.
way and Western Railroad
Much conversation. Some were in favo
awarded to Shannahau & Groenleaf tb
THROWN FROM A WAGON.
a wife and three children
leaves
Oxfor
the
and
whether
[ age,
of taking the
by legal process
the construction of a pul
Mr. George K. Babcock was thrown contract for
pole up as summarily as i
has auy rights now
! nt b'-eii
of th< ) Central Railroad Co.
mill at Livermore Falls. Three hundre
bruised.
set. but it was wisely decide* I
and
his
!
from
severely
Smiley Shoe Store carry one
of
fora
a
matter
wagon
is
but as that
practically
to wait and
estimate of th
determine the legal rights ο f largest stocks of footwear in the state while it
Chamberlain's Pain Balm thousand dollars is the
may take a little time, it nee ; He applied
the matter.
lost his tempei
and save it is the best liniment he proRpsed mill.
Look for their ad in this paper.
!
Nobody
conetru<
actual
the
freely
not
delay
seriously
and a large
Mr. Babcock is a well known
part ol the talk wa* goo
ever used.
>
of the road.
Card of Thanks.
hatured. The outcome of the affair th e
subscribers on the Citizens tion
citizen of North Plain, Conn. There ia
Telephone
D m.'crat is not
to announce
I wish to express my sincere gratitud
line may have a new call card by callinj
α nothing equal to Pain Balm for sprains
suffer
froi
prepared
often
teething
Children
I he |>oie still
5 cent I
a cure in
to all who so kindly extended their ai
stands, without cross-arm s at Brooks' drug store and paying
Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea, or sora e and bruises. It will effect
or wires.
When it is well loaded wit II for same.
Db. Sjct a one-third the time required by any othei sietance and sympathy in connectio
Bowel
of
form
Complaint.
wires, they will interfere somewhat wit 11
J. ti. Little field, clerk.
Abnold's Balsam is the beet remed; r. treatment. For sale by Sburtleff & Co., with my regent bereavement.
the excellent view of a
J. Mbllkx Cumminos.
South Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford
dog tight in th e
ι Warranted by F. A. Shurtlefl & Co
hi
sell
to
wants
Square which may be had from th e
David B. Woodbury
South Parle.
Norway.
Store,
Drug
Paria.
Noyee
South
window» of the Democrat office.
•grass.
John Parson* of Hebron Academy,
Everett Browu of the University of
Maine, and Wallace Clifford of Bates
at
College are spending their vacatiou
their homes here.

Brine old glasses to Dr. Parmenter.
Read ad.

Sowi

Constable
-MUSIC.
Pond took Eugene Laurin of Bryant's
χΛ Moilcru Miracle,
Pond before the Municipal Court MonOra Bethany St arns,§ Hebron.
day for assault and battery on M. Davis, x.lapan ηβ ιι World Power.
Ralph Hurtle Parker,§ Wlnthrop.
lie paid a fine and costs of $25. Freoχ Savonarola,
mont Tambling of Norway for intoxica* ugu-ta Hoitca.o Richardson,' Cantine.
tion was fined, with costs, f 15.
xThe Passion Play,
John D. Cole and wife are
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. \\. C.
Cole. They have just returned from a

For siçk headache take Chamberlain'·
for 5ale.
Stomach and Liver Tablets and a quick
A
Shurfleff
sale
Osborne
For
cure is certain.
by
tedder, new last year and
Co., South Paris; Noyee Drue Store, Norlittle
used.
very
way; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.

Mother firay'i Appeal to Women.
The exerciees of the week were all of tin
Mother Grav, a nurse In New York, discovered
highest order, but the bad weather kepi
an a-omnflc pleasant herb drink for women's Ills
many from attending.
It U the only
<· tllci AI'STRA .Iltf-LF.AF.
The baccalaureate eormon on Sunday certain monthly regulator. Cun·» female weakJune 18, was given by Rev. Bowlej nesses and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and UrinSO cte.
Green of Portland, from the text, Seel ary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall
Sample FREE. Address, Tlie Mother Gray Co.,
ye first the kingdom of God and bii Le Roy, Ν. Y.
righteousness; and all these things shal
In a Pinch, use ALLEIf'M FOOT-E18K.
be added unto you."
Shake Into your shoes Allen'· Foot-Ease, a
Monday evening the annual prize de
1er.
It cures Corns. Bunions, Painful,
bate was held. The question for dis
martlng. Hot, Swollen feet. At all Druggists
cussion was, "Resolved, That the wel and Shoe Stores, 25c.
mor<
fare of civilization would be
menaced by a triumph of Ruseian armi
Born.
arms.'
than by a triumph of Japanese
The disputants were, for the affirmative
In Greenwood, June 22, to the wife of Thomas
Lawrence McFarland, Portland; Waldc Green, a daughter.
In Norway, .lune 12, to the wife of Aleck
V. Andrews, Jefferson:
Raymond A
Locke, a daughter.
Derbyshire, Lawrence, Mass.; for tin
In Norway, June 12, to the wife of F. E. Denegative, Oscar H. Emery, Salisbury Coster, a son.
In South Paris. June 18, to the wife of Harry
Cove; Winthrop F. Wilson, Portland Jordan,
a daughter.
Ray Cecil Carter, Naskeag. Mr. Wilsor
In Paris, June 18, to the wife of Leon L. Swal
was excused from participating, on ac
low, a son
In Bethel, May 24, to the wife of Edwin If.
count of a trouble with his eyes, whicl
Smith. a daughter.
had made it necessary for him to leavt
In Bethel, June 15, to the wife of Dan Gllnes,
school. As later announced, the first a daughter.
In nethel, May 23, to the wife of Perley Flanprize of $10 was awarded to Mr. Derby·
a son
shire, and second prize of $5 to Mr, ders,
In Dix field Centre. May 30, to the wife of VerAndrews.
dell Holmun, a daughter.
Most of Tuesday was occupied by the
annual meeting of the trustees, of whom
Married.
there were present: Hon. Percival BonBisD.
Ποη.
of
George
Portland;
ney
In Bangor, June21, by Rev. Λ. It. Lorlmer,
bee of Rmnford Falls; Rev. A. R. Crane,
Mr. Jamei Lnurln Clark, formerly of Ituckfleld
D. D., of Hebron; J. W. Beede, M. D., and West Mluot, and Mies Myra Estelle Foster,
of Auburn, Rev. C. M. Emery of South- both of Bangor.
In Dlckvale, June 17, by Rev. A. \. Abbott.
ern Pines, N. C.; J. W. Amick of Free
Mr. William E. Allen and Mr*. Elmlra Masterport; George W. Hanson of Sanford; num. both of Dlckvale.
In Kryeburg. -lune 17, by Rev. Bamau Ν
and George M. Atwood of Paris. Mr.
F. Potter and Mies Eva M.
Guilford W. Coy of Presque Isle was Stone, Mr. Ellis
llaïnden both of Frveburg
elo.-ted to the board of instructors to fill
In Notwav, June 15, bv Rev S. G. Davis, Mr.
tho vacancy of Prof. George W. Thomas, Carroll L. Delano and Mies Katherine M.Towne,
who has accepted the position of princi- both of Norwav.
In Π|χfield, June 80, by Rev. Stanford Mitchpal at Washington Academj. There- ell. Mr. Guy c). Gardner of Mechanic Falls and
and
com- Miss Lutle'Mav Marsh of Dlxfleld
officers
the
several
of
ports
In A ndover, June IS, by Rev.G. Β Hanniford,
mittees were very satisfactory, showing
Mr. Charles ft. Morgan and Miss Helen B.
an average attendance for the past year
Learned, both of Λ ndover.
of nearly two hundred. The report of

Jails.

( ΚΙ. Saunders got along
expected, and opened Pine Tree Park
>>nce Klectra Park) Saturday evening,
with a concert by Norway Coruet Band.
The evening was tine, tbe'street railroad
rau fifteen minute trips, and there was a
good crowd out f >r the first night. Work
is yet far front complete, but things have
been made very comfortable in the park.
The rubbish has been cleaned up and
burned, a stage and seats for the audience have been built, and swings,
croquet ground, settees and rock mounds
with fouutains well distributed about
the grounds give a generally festive air to
the place. Col. Saunders proposes to
Ί
in^er pupils of Mrs. CoraS.
run the park continuously from now ou,
1·:
: ive their linal recital for the seavaudeville attractions.
with standard
;iu _'lst. before an audience comin
liefresh- Λ booth for the sale of refreshments
I mostly of the parents,
i
the centre of the park is iun by F. A.
t, were served by the Misses ltutb
Sessions in
: .ι
K ..i Swett, Lillian Walker, Geneva ShurtlelT Jc Co., with L. S.
^
_· Beryl Churchill and Faith Blood. charge.
Τ
t
wiu^ programme was played
I'mler the direction of Selectman
from memory with the excep- Bowker, work was begun last week taktion of the trio:
ing up the stone drain which runs from
Τ:
Drees'er. the catch basins at
I'rittt
ι- -t 1'tuk,....
the east end of
Κ .·. Κ
Beryl Churchill. LoveU Chun-hill Gothic Street, and replacing it with a
λ
orth.
,.u!i,
tile. This stone drain was laid about
Nora Duuiiam.
• »:i the
Street
Llehner·
Mea>!ow,
twenty
years ago, across High
Klcharl Stlke.
and through the lot at the Williams
C t.· ,· ο
>nit,
t'opj».
into
VI In-1 Itos^erninu
place, now owned by J. LI. Stuart,
Ortli. the hollow south
\
\: ..arl foi Slumln-r I.an<l,
of the stable. The
,\!ma .tn·I l"«n Slwphtti).
drain is now entirely filled up. After
! i..
Hifnt.. /.
Krognuuin.
work bad progressed for a day or two,
Murjorte ltarker.
Hea>l. Mr. Stuart informed the selectineu that
« ·.ι.'·.ρ
Wlt!le Krothlugham.
he should object to their digging ou bis
<■ ur
Orth
Lock*.
land. Accordingly, after some searchEu la Mi. let!.
Orth. ing of records to get the history of the
Krl<hl Ι- ea
Muriun Ulbson.
without much success, the tile
Wai' iiti the Para-le
llosmer. drain,
which had beeu started was carried
Marian fcverett.
M t! w. :·
Orth. across to the lower side of High Street,
Verna liowe.
and the end of it was planked over aud
1
Kullak.
Kvi·..!)); Bell
covered to remain for the preseut. If
l»eu<. va Young.
η.·
11 .· » ri. Li t
Kroginann we should have a lively shower, soiue
Ruth Cumminits.
is likely to coma up through
Ke I Time
Otth. water
>1.1
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LARGE

A

^^L'chaVmaH.

Laies

the graduat>
-, the
high school graduates
enjoyed a picnic at Gibson's
i! iev left at!' \. M. ou a special
w
adorned with
!i was gaily
ν·
s ι·; tl
u>ol and class colors,
l blue. From Norway they
l»> steamer. It was a perfect June
with school cares and duties
m·;
safe t.« say that the members
ι··>
,ss
which the party was
i\
mited) had au exceedingly
-he

IV.

EXERCISES

distinctively
everything

rebuilding

the house.
irtof OMMiai tkl house was
t.
d, bu*. the rest of it is going
«
it the same size as the old

ι-·

ι,

OF

I'.^l^n Glfl^f

gate

Mrs Ο. E. Andrews and
I. -veil were here last week
the graduation of the elder
Miss Vlbertha <ί. Andrews.
■_h school. Miss Andrews
with them Saturday.

n

att·

·.

by

rd is making quite ex:. and improvements on the
:
which he recently purchased
He is also building a
vc-foot addition on the end of
t

k

place

will be taken

KM Κ

people taki
members of class '05, Norway 'forty-six more young
ACADEMY.
OLD
TUB
FROM
DIPLOMAS
Tueson
started
their
trip
High School,
day.
Edith M. Smith has leased the George
Hebron Academy graduated a clasi
E. Walker rooms on Bridge Street and
last Wednesday

The

_

linage.

t

INTERESTING

fron I

the week. Monday
S o'clock the class marched in evening during
into the church, and baptism of children marshaled
Kathleen Mavour·
Louis Clark, to the muu< evening they
by
at the I'niversaiist church next Sunday.
of Stearns- Orchestra, which gave all the neen; Tuesday evening, The Two OrSubject at the eveuing service, "Honor- musical numbers on the programme. phans; Wednesday evening, Harry
ing the Flag. Why honor it, and how?" The class was seated in a body on the Tracy: Thursday evening, The Child of
East Lynn and
Hohart A. Kenney and Harold C. left of the platform. Priucipal Clason, Fate; Friday evening,
The Count of Monte Christo.
Anderson started Monday morning on Miss Rounds and Miss Jewett assistants, Saturday.
W heelei The attendance was very good.
their journey to Effingham, III., where, and Superintendent of Schools
and .Ir
Stephen P. Jewett of Clark Unias mentioned last week, they will take occupied seats on the right,
on the versity,
Worcester, Mass., is spending
courses in the Illinois College of Photog- Clason announced the numbers
his summer vacation at his home in this
programme.
raphy.
ι
Prayer was offered by Kev. tt. λ. village.
Miss Olive C. Swett started Friday Clifford, and the
Lilla R. York has returned from
programme was carfor Middletowu, Ct., where she will ried out as follows:
Damariscotta Mills after a very pleasant
attend the commencement exercises of
visit.
I
M uslc.
Weslevan University this week. Her
Geo. W. Hobbs has delivered the eight
Prayer.
Treasurer E. C. Teague was an unusualbrother. Ernest M. Swett, is a member
Music.
inch pipe for the new drainage system
ly complete and satisfactory one, showthe
the
time
of the graduating class.
Kthel
Catherine
Crockett.
At
Street.
on
pipe
salutatory
Bridge
ing the financial condition of the institu/. Ο ration—The l>utle« of the American
is placed for use of street and property tion to be most excellent.
Mrs. (iuy
Mr. and
Gardner were
Frank Window Rurbank
m,0η
will
Sons
&
owners
B.
C.
Cummings
lay
-iara lmogene swett.
3. Class History,
At the reception Tuesday evening tho
Mr.
t'uests at J. H.Jones" on Sunday.
a pipe from their Whitney lot spring to
Music.
class gift was presented by Robert W.
and Mrs. Gardner were married last
of the enterprise
The
cost
the
village.
ci...
Messer of the graduating class, and acI'uesdav at Dixtield, and were here on
will be cared for by tho town, C. B.
in behalf of the trustees by Rev.
their wedding tour. They are to make 5. ï lise Roil Call
cepted
Vewl.ÎÎi,,bcrt.Ke,e° Cummings & Sons, and the property A. R. Crane, D. D.
their home at Mechanic balls.
·!. Class Poem,
tiuy Wllber *arrar. owners on
Bridge Street who wish to
The rainy weather of the week not
Music.
i
The Lewiston District Epworth League
enter the pipe.
interfered with tho athletic sports
only
T.
Class
(for
Piophecy
girls),-■·········:"
annual convention will meet with the
Walter L. Sanborn of the Boston included in the week's
A lbertlia Gertrude Andrews.
programme, but
Methodist church in Auburn Tuesday S (ïlàss Prophecy (for boye),..Grover Brown Globe and Agnes E. Sanborn of tho Port- also caused a smaller attendance than
of
and Wednesday anil has an excellent M·
land schools are enjoying their vacation usual at the
jn
graduating exercisos on
jj"
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. I). S.
program. Mrs. W. W. Payne is delenevertheless the church was
Wednesday;
Musi·'.
and Miss Sara Swett alternate.
Sanborn.
well filled. The exercises were carried
,0. Valeaictory-Non QuU;
Others will probably go from this place.
Deputy Sheriff Kilgore of North out as usual in two sections, forenoon
of
Butters
Sewall
Waterford brought
and afternoon, with the following proConferring Diplomas.
The ell of the Langmade house was »
Lovell before the Municipal Court WedSinging Class (Vie.
gramme:
moved nearly to the new lot on Myrtle
batBénédiction.
and
of
assault
on
a
charge
nesday
Street during such of the weather as
10 A. M.
He was fined $1 and costs taxed
\s may readily be seen, the programme terv.
permitted of work last week. As soon
i
Music.
45.
at
$10
was out of the way. | partook largely of the nature of class
as the building
Invocation.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hills of Union,
Music.
work was immediately begun digging day exercises, and much of it was pertheir son, V. W. Hills
Space would for- who were visiting
out a larger cellar on the Langmade lot sonal ·η its character
Salutatory,
indi- and wife, were called home this week by
Fra»k Cummlngs Richardson,* East Jefferson.
for the new house which Mr. Clark is to bid any detailed mention of the
of a relative of Mrs. Hills.
A Hermit Wliter,
death
the
that
it
to
Suffice
vidual points.
say
build.
Minnie Maude Morgan,} South Thomaston.
Annie Laferrier has returned .to her
χ Journalism,
many good hits were made, and most of
A picnic will be held in Penley's the members of the class had their in- Norway home after a very successful
Harry Arch Morrell,* Gardiner.
in the (Jardiner school. An Unsettled Q lestloii.
grove under the auspices of the \N '>»« · dividual
characteristics
pretty woll year of teaching
(iarl Edward Κnight,§ Pownal.
another
for
Wcrtnext
been
has
year.
Christian Temperance Union
engaged
brought out iuto the limelight when the She
One υ" Nature'* Poets.
Abbie Fautice has sold her Whitman
Grace Julia Austin.§ South Paris.
nesday from three to seven ο clock. AU t>arts were finished. The
χ The Uses of Education for Bn<dn< s*.
children who signed the pledge anil ha\e literarv parts were also well written and Street property to Mrs. Carri·» Abbotr
Fred Elmer Kenuey,§ South Portlaud.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Freeman, Mr.
kei>t it wearing the L. T. L. pin
and
delivered,
are^corgracefully
Music.
dia'lv invited to come and bring their evinced thorough work and careful and Mrs. Horace P. Sawyer, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. E.
basket lunch. A treat will be provided
χ American « itlzenshlp,
The large audience listen- Mrs. Geo. O. Bennett,
preparation.
licit m m Mellor Hall,§ Lawrence, Mans.
bv the Union. It is hoped as many of ed with interest and careful attention, B. Tubbs, Mr. aud Mrs. Levi F. RichAlbert Richardson, "The Princess," A Study.
the mothers as possible will be 1»resent, and gave each
hearty applause. ardson, Mr. and Mrs.
Alice Warren Swcctser,} Pownal.
speaker
Should tne
and Mrs. Chas. S. I'enley, Mr. and xThO Panama Canal,
also W. C. T. U. members.
Superintendent Alton C. N\ heeler pre- Mr.
....Harold Daniel Haggett.§ Raih
afternoon prove stormy it will be held sented the diplomas with a very brief Mrs. Fred Ilersey, Mrs. Johnson Martin
Sara Mae Jones,} Topsham.
and Mrs. Whitney Buck were theguesis χ 'Dante,"
Thursday.
address, after which the class closed the
Class History,
P. Farnbam and wifo Sunday. Herbert
Albert
of
I
I
the
wel
Wilmington, Del.
Cor.
Cloudman.f
bv
marching upon
platform
The W F M S. will hold an all day exercises
Merton L. Kimball, Esq., is attending A Jewish Heroine,
the class ode. The words
Tenant's Harbor.
Relie
Nora
Meting in the Methodist church next and singing
week.
Alley,;
this
Bowdoiu
at
Helen L. commencement
I'hursdav, in which the societies of Nor- of the ode were written by Miss
M uslc.
Children's Day was observed at the
S.
music
Carl
set
to
and
by
Mechanic
and
Chapman,
way. West Paris. Bethel
Congregational church Sunday evening xThe Shameful Misuse of Wealth,
Falls have been invite*» to participate. Briggs.
with the following programme:
K-dph H ay ilen Cotton,; Westbrook.
sa<lne*s
of
Mrs. Parker from West l'aris, a returned
a
feeling
To n'ght bring*
x" Julius Cae»ar."
Voluntary.
To our heurte, a» we think that no more
Herbert Watson,: Sangervllle.
Guy
missionary from India, will assist in the
Procession »I.
Shall we meet day by .lav In the school room
Address to Halls ami Campus
program and music will be furnished by
Scripture Heading.
Dav Athearn,* Ituckfleld.
A < we've "lone many times heretofore.
Cyril
Prayer.
from Bethel and Mechanic
We've had many pleasures together.
xCromwe I aud English Liberty,
Solo, Tbcre 1* a Friend for Little Children
Which In memory ever will live,
tiracu.Vlay Allan,* Dennyevllle.
Γ he morning Maaioa will begin at 1 .·>
Mauit Hike.
And wo always shall "hlnk of our schooldays
llowar·I Κvira. xfiie Use of Botk§,
o'clock. Ladies
aud the afternoon at
Weloome
As the h ipplest life has to give.
Alfred Newton Taylor,* Lim'.ngton.
A lieu Kerry.
A Little Bird
who remain over the noon hour will
Chorus. Wagner and His Masterpiece.
Motion Song
But now the farewell must l>e spoken.
Albertlne Clark,; South Paris.
Ruby
thorne.
Se
Florence
please briug lunch.
to
each
one,
Mother's Opportunity
And that worl brings regret
Kvlr«. xToussalnt L'Oiivsrture,
itaymond
for our parting.
Jesus ami the Ch Mreu
has
arrived
time
For
the
built
otls Decker StlnehHeld,§ Danfortli
by
V small bath house has been
Daisy aud .loslo Cha is.
Huet
And school w -rk for manyIs done.
Ε·Ι·1Ιβ Chick. xJoiin Paul Jones,
interested parties, at the sandy bank on
We niu^t now for ourselves flfrht life s battle. Itemembcr the Boys Make Men,
Rl.ih
-.rd
Eversley »arlow.§ Lawrence, Maes.
)o»l« Cli.i-e.
Flowers and Grasse*,
And If w would conquerors be
the east shore of the river, a >l"arter of a
Solo aud Cho-us.
The Kinhlein of Faith
Music.
We should nil «Ιο our best In the conil.ct,
Street
lark
the
above
or
more
ini!t>
Howard Chick.
Babv in Church
Nor yield till the victory we see.
Myitle Scot home. xThe Indebtedness of Labor to Science,
bridge, it is intended simply for conGo 1 Makes Us Strong,
work
life
M illiard Haliowell Curtis,* Edmunds.
Chorus.
So let us go forth to our
For Children's Day
venience and privacy iu dressing and
Azola Pike
With rourmge and hope an \ *oo<l cheer,
xMvttis and Their Value,
(itrls That are Wanted
with
is
not
and
ua
before
supplied
Pike.
for
each
Eva Walker Eastman,* Warren
..Father
M a·le Ptrouir
«luty
undressing,
When t>lil Children's I)ay Begin?
The Influence of Envlronmen',
By friendships formed, lessons learned Collection.
bathing suits, which are not considered
Chase.
Gardner Wilson Cole,* East Raymond.
Daisy
Grandpa and Children's Day,
necessary bv the men and boys who
Mise Staples. χ I tans Christian Andersen,
\nd lenasso live, m ν dear cia*smit«ss,
Solo..„
the place. The swimming
ο
fr quent
world
work
In
this
er,
Chorus.
Banner
our
being
Charles Sargent Itrewstor.* Dexter.
That,
As We March Beneath ills
Austin Shaw,§ Mlibridge.
We shall meet In that beautiful country
χΤΪ.'ο Crusades
Benediction.
pool is almost entirely screened from
nevermore.
«hall
come
Where
ν
Favorite
Μ
P<>et,
tings
pat
observation, which cannot be said of the
Minerva Caroline Bray,* Ilebrou.
Mrs. J. C. Young entertained Mrs.
old -Sandy" in the middle of the village,
The thirty members of the class, and
Power Transmission.
Eiueline Strout and daughter Alice of xLong Distance William
LeeGllmsn.} Hartford
where, as' everybody has
the course in which they graduate, are Portland
the week.
Wlnnlfred Suites,* Fort Fairfield.
during
..Eva
isiliict,
suits
and
bathing
covered, bath houses
as follows:
B. R. Billings of Bryant's

Mass..
Berry of Salem,
w is in South Paris until ;i
arrived here Thursday for ;■
aud friends.
v

w·

Record Class Graduates
Paria High School.

A

Hay Tedder

Hebron Graduation.

NORWAY.

NON QUIS; SED QUID.

now

$0.00

......

24 inch
OXE LOT suits of fine cheviot, black and blue,
was
fitted coat, silk lined, stylish skirt, very nobby suit,
$10.00
now
$20.00,
several
OXE LOT suite of good cheviot and Venetian,
to $20.00,
colors and styles, prices were from $10.00
$4.08
......
now,

Big values

for little money.

Pretty styles

OXE LOT contains several

with bands and

styles,

all

with plaits,

some

black,
were

some

trimmed

&1.50 to $5.OS,

$2.08

......

now

OXE LOT of broadcloth and Panama,

in

Mercerized Petticoats.

The profit is all crossed off and on many lots much
of the cost.
OXE LOT very good sateen, wide flounce, plaited ruftle,
was

$1.50,

now

now

08c.

.....

styles,

Shirt Waist Suits.
These

styles,

are

of brilliantiae and Panama, last season's

but not bad for

now.

OXK LOT suits of brilliantine, black aod blue, waist ha*
tucks and stitched plaits, one style lined, une unlined,
£3.00
plaited skirt, regular price $6.00, now
OXK f.OT brilliantine suits, blue, brown and black, waists
have plain back, fronts Lave double stitched plaits, fancy
>4.25
buttons, full skirt, was $s.50, now
OXK LOT suits of tine Panama in black, waist has double
stitched plaits in front, box plaits in back, jet buttons,
pretty plaited skirt, fine wearing suit for little money,
was

$0.50,

$4.75

now

Separate Coats.
These

are

early spring styles

in black and

flounce with ruffles, was $2.50,

$1.25

......

silk
OXE LOT of brilliantine and sateen with

moreen

ruffles, pretty styles, was $3.75, now
Several small lots in the same proportion.

OXK LOT coats of covert cloth, fitted, 24 inch length,
$2.1>8
belt, was $;5.98, now

OXK LOT coats of black cheviot and light covert, fitted
back, strapped, satin lined, regular price 90.00, now $0.50

Several styles in misses' and children's marked down.
Bargains you cannot atTord to miss.

$1.08

Liberal reductions

on

these just when you want them

styles.

to wear.

All

OXK LOT
and blue

good taffeta, plain blue, brown and black, green
changeable, tucked waists, plaited skirt, neat

suit,

was

new

$12.50,

$8.50

now

plain blue and black, blue and
changeable, shirred yoke and cutl, skirt has double

OXK LOT suits of tine silk,
green
shirred tlounce,

$15.00,

was

910.00

now

OXK LOT suit* of tine tatfeta silk, blue and brown, waist
has shirring and tucks, pretty sleeve, very full skirt with

shirring,

was

$20.00,

now

....

store—that is if you are interested in the art of saving money.
AUGUST.
CLOSE AT NOON FRIDAYS THROUGH JULY AND
You should visit

light

covert.

black, trimmed

to
with plaits, braids and bands, prices were front $0.08
$4.08
.....
$0.00, now

OXE LOT several

——

j

ONE LOT coats of covert cloth aud black, fitted, eatin
$4.98
lined, neat coat, was $7.50, now

Separate Skirts.
in Venetian and broadcloth.

partial list of our offerings

our

112.00

WE SHALL

Paris.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h<
has been duly appointed administrator of th<
estate of
STEPHEN R. PARS0N8, late of l'arie.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and (fiver
All portions havln;
bonds as the law directs.
deman l« njrainît the estate of eul I deceased an
for settlement. an<
'he
same
to
desired
preœnt
all Indebted thereto nre requested to make ρ iy
ment Immediate'}*.
< June 20th, 1906.
OdUAK W. l'ABSONS.

127-129 Γ1ΑΙΝ

NORWAY, MAINE.

STREET,

CASTORIA ftr Infints and Chidrtn.

TfctiUaj rwHmAiwmg^i

Bea™ the

"ητ

FOLmHONEMAR
q»i<Ii
■to»· Mw

>

>■< htlil—

»

TORTURING MIN.

A LOW PRICE
OS

—

But Ooan's Cured Him.

tellThousands of grateful people
ing every day how l>oan's Kidney Pills
cured them of distressing and dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.
Yet other thousands are suffering every
day from these same ills. Why? They

either very negligent or very skeptiNeglect of kidney disorders leads to
dropsy, diabetes, Bright's disease aud
other fatal diseases.
Sincere, honest testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague, stock dealer, of Normal,
111., writes: "For two whole years 1
was doing nothing but buying medicines

are

up stock.

cal.

Chas. F,

|

|

MAINE.

any

Builders' Finish !
A. c. sprague.

Also Window 4 Door Framss.

No. 131.—Riddle.
You own mo. and I follow you.
Rut dare not com»· before your face.
And yet you may bo hanKing mo;
That's why you do not win the race!
I bear for you your burden.
But If you turn mo. oh.
You will not reap the Kiiordon
For which you're ΙοηκΙηκ so!

Planing, Sawing
W.

the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

IH4MULKR,

Main»

Vest Sumner

To the Honorable Cuanl of County Commis«loners of the County of Oxfonl
Whereas the boundaries of the hIjfliwav lead
line of
lnjc from < >tlsdeld town line to town are
lost,
Mechanic Falls via G. Τ H. R. depot
we the underpinned municipal officers, selectmen
of town of Oxfonl, petition your honorable
board to rededne the limits of said highway an<l
have stones so placed that the same may be
determine· I.
C. V. Dl'RKLL, ) Selectmen
of town
E. L. Bl'RNS,
U. L. WILDKR.) of Oxfonl.
Oxfonl, May 9th, 1»6.

[

ΡΗΟΚΛΤΚ ItOTICKS.
Γο all persons Interested tn either of the estate*
hereinafter naine·I :
At a Probate Court, held at Erycburfc, In
ami for the County of Oxford, on the first
Tuesday of June, Γη the year of our Lonl one
The followthousand nlue hundred ami live.
lu* matter having t«een presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated. It te hereby
Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Ox
lord l>emocrst, a newspaper published at South
I'ar'.e, In said County, that they mav appear at a
to" be held at Parts, on the
Probate Court
thirl Tuesdty of July, A. I). 1905, at 'J of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

and useful to most persons.
1. My 7, G, 9, 8 are a woman's name,
aud so are my 1, G, 9, S.
2.
3, 0, 1 are a common and use-

gestion,

roasts.

No. 132.—A Monxuro.

1

publisher prefixed

ο

·

ο

ο

ο

ο

0

0

0

*

0

0

0

ο

ο

ο

ο

·

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

·

ο

it was decided to leave the question to
the crocodile.
"You both want this cigar?" said the

stores, she will

see

that there is a

curry-powder on hand—this
twenty-five cents, and will last for

costs
many
weeks—a bottle of Worcestershire sauce,
a jar of tomato sauce; and with parsley,
summer savory and sage, theee will give
her unlimited resources with very little
expense, and the summer meat menu
will be half-prepared.
The following recipes will be found
excellent for the summer menu and are
suitable for either dinner or luncheon :
of

fellow to trifle with in a matter of this

farm hands."

If in à kind of bilious mood,
You wiehan aid to digest food,
No othôr pill is half so good,
As DeWitt's Little Early Risers.
The Famous Little Pills Early Risers,

STATK OF

.YAJXK.

j

LEFT-OVER

STEW

WITH

FORCEMEAT

HALLS.

place

sick.

INTERESTING

TO ASTHMA

Stomach.

Digests

—

_

Plumbing and Heating.
Jobbing promptly

Telephone

attended

connection.

to.

charge

No

for team.

—

Before You Purchase Any Other Write

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

ORANGE, MASS.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regardless of quaiity, but the ** Xew Home" is madi
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sew.ng Machines to suit ail conditloni
> «·%» llome" stands at th«
Of the trade. The
bead of all Hlgh-^rade family sewing machines

Mold by authorized dealers only.
Ilubbs' Variety Store Co.,
Agent»,
Norway, Maine.

La. AC. Longloy,

Maine. I

Norway,

We want to spin
You a yarn about

In the tiret place yon should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
ten year» ami has stood the teat. In l!S9S the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba: four
years later, it having proved bo satisfactory, they
ordered Ι,ιΌΟ,ΟΟΟ feet for shipment to Manila, and
they are still using it. The sa'es of Paroid now are
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
20,000,000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about three years
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet ami the sale is

Donor, door.

dram.

Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
compared with shingles, be:ng 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity
and thicknees used, than a med'-'tn quality cedar, making allowance for the extra
cost of layin·» the shingles. There are many roofs so Hat that shingles are eutirely
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel oc tin roof at a small pare of
By using
the cost. It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with tlat roofs at a b'.g
lied
km>wu
well
which
the
have
We
in
material.
Xeponset
Rope
Rooting
saving
is an excellent low-priced roof, good for tive years or more. We shall be pleased
to furnish samples and further information on application.

Agents,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Spring

has

come

again

Maine.

'art·,

and

we

have

just received

a

large

stock of

SULKY PLOWS, SWIVEL PLOWS. FLAT LAND PLOWS
DI8K HARROWS from 16 inch to 20 inch, CUTAWAY
HARROWS from 16 to 20 inch, SPRING TOOTH HARROWS

from 8 teeth to 18 teeth.

ECLIPSE and KING OF CORN FIELD CORN PLANTER8.
THE EUREKA POTATO PLANTER.
MANURE SPREADERS. ETC.
Alao

A full line of International Harvester Co.

Gasoline

Engines

Don't fail to call and

see our

machinery
a

and

Farming

Tools.

Specialty.

line and get

our

prices.

"VIT. WaUs.er db Son,
Util 1

Dreain,

WARNING.

rapidly increasing.

South

Droop, drop.

If you have kidney or bladder trouble
ind do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you
will have only yourself to blame for remits, as it positively cures all forine of
cidnev and bladder diseases.
F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.
"I don't see you with Miss Dasher so
>ften nowadays as I used to."
"No. I seldom see her now."
"Did she get engaged to some other
ellow?"
"No, she got married to me."

During the

tés are

kidney irrégulariby excessive drink-

summer

often caused

being overheated. Attend to the
ng
tidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney
îure. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
or

"I want to do something that will
Iraw out the conversational abilities of
ny friends," said the hostess. "That's
•ery easy," answered Miss Cayenne.
'Give a musical."
Chronic bronchia* troubles and sumuer coughs can be quickly relieved and
ured by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
ihurtleff & Co.

PRESSED

MEAT.

Mince any cold cookcd meat, add one

teaspoonful grated otion, one tablespoonful minced parsley, one teaspoonful curry-powder, one teaspoonful horseradish, two tablespoonfuls melted butter,
and enough hot water to just moisten,
not wet; pack in dish and set on ice.
When ready to serve, run a broad-bladed

knife between meat and bowl, and it will
slip out.
Ml'TTON

PILAN.

Cut cold meat into cubes, put in a
saucepan with a sliced onion, a small
piece of bay-leaf, three cardamom seeds;
cover with water, sprinkle with one-half
cupful washed rice, cover and simmer
slowly until rice is tender. Serve on a
hot dish, covering with a good tomato
T1MIIAI.ES.

Makes

perfect.

digestion
Makes new

MOCK ΤΕΚΙίΑΓΙΝ.

Maisie—No

is ever

stupid.

man

who

admires

THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE.

me

similaling itieFoodandRegulaof
ting the Stomachs andBowels

and Pictures,

fàZZUt*
(1a,ΪΜΙιψ*
Mutinyrtarm

A perfect Remedy forConstipa
Γιοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Keverishness and Loss of Sleep.

Crayon, Water color,

Facsimile Signature

NEW VOTÎK.

j5

TH« Of NTAUM «ΟΜΜΝΤ. WtW *0«« CITY.

Nasal

ûâTAEÎHH

In all its staeos there
shout 1 bo cleanliness.

c!ean?e?, soothe·1 and h· nls
the diseased mc;ubrcr.e.
It cures catarrh and drives
sway a co!d in the head

ALMOST

w

quickly.

t'rR.'im Iîalm is piaced Into the nostril?, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief Is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not
sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Drug·

over

produce

cents by mail.
gists or by mall; Trial Size, 10
ΕI.Y BltOTUKRS, 5C Warren Street, New YorV.

Oculist,

Thursday

Thursday, June

The I'MrsI

Antiir mill Hie Poet.

Going; to licil In Imliit.

Notice.

Each article of food will be made
to exhibit its own characteristics, while
each made dish will be characterized
by one dominant flavor. Then the palate of the gormand will respond without freak and the flowers of the soul
blossom forth."

A
DAILY

Belli Papeis Ope year for $2,25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order aud money to The Oxford Democrat,

South I'aris, Maine.

Your name and address on

20

pounds daily

per
44

"

44

month,

S .75

"

1.00
1.25

25

44

"

"

44

:J0

"

44

44

44

1.50

35

44

44

4i

44

1.75

ICE Foil ICE CREAM.

.pounds 5c.,
pounds 15c.

50

20

pounds 10c.,

Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.
WHOLESALE.

Farmors

supplied

at ieo

house

as

wanted at §1.50 per ton.

C. E.

BENNETT,

Dealer in Ice,
sorrn PAItIS

ΛXI»

NORWAY.

Worms?

f'

.Many rlUldrtn are troubled with womn,
and treated for eumethint; el«e. A few doeta of

Dr. True's Elixir

■ will px|k-1 wnruuif thi-yexl»t,andiiroveaT*lu■ al>lrtonioiftlwri'aroiioworiiii. UoBtdrunUu.
int. J. l·'. TKLi: Λ < »., Auburn. Me.

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king.
behind, 10 hands, weighs ll»io pounds, owned by

Black stallion, white ankle-

JOHN' 15. ROBINSON, Oxford. Me.

WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

TERMS: $25 TO WARRANT.

PARIS, MAINE.

COUNT

I)am of Chlmcsbrlno (4), i.'JS 1 1, sire ot Florida
Chimes (ρ), 2·1β 1-·, an-12 other» to i-i».

by Almont, Jr., 1820.
.......
2d dam, Toilet,
Dam ni Ke-Muary Legatee, 2JJI1-3; (ieyser Hoy,
•J.'jo M
.by Dictator, IPS.
3d dam, Mermaid
Sister of 1.1 Osealetta, i.i.» ■'! <
jfraii'laui of
of
Almont
I
Mam
2.27
.';
l.urreta, J.'.tl; Iflalnc,
Dictator, she >>t I.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK
TERMS: >25 TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

For Sale.
acres

PULPWOOD.

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at
any station.

Anply

good condition.

to

F. A. TVYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

roi: MALE.
SCOTCH COLLIE PITS.
If in want of
Their

One 5
room

MAINE.

a

dog try

and general usefulness on the farn:
and about the home will surprise you.
M. E.

and one 6
with stable room and

BENNETT,'

Hucktield, Me.

tenement

room

tenement

with each.

J.

Wanted.
gentleman of fair e<liu-atl<>n to Ir.n·
Salary iI .'·?_* ;
for a Arm of IIjM.OUO capital.
year and cx|»ci)»C8,)>aM weekly. Addif**
Μ. Γ Κ (ICI VA L. South l'art». M.
I,ai|v

II. STUART,
South Paris, Me.

or

QUAKER RANG Κ

«.OOO MONEY-MAKING FARMS FOR SAi.K
throughout New Kiifiland and tli·· South. ••Nlrout'n
Mprlnir I.Ut." dciuTllHni; and illuuratitii; lnniclivd*.
many with »tnck, tool» and growing rrop* Ini-llldeil,
mailed free. If yon want tu get a quick salt-«end for
our free description blanks.
Over IIWO mi I 4 to men from-,ΐ) states slnre .lan.
uary. 1>C, is our guarantee tu you tliat our methods

are light.
Call on oar

loeal agent or address

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

150 Nassau St., N.Y. Tremont Temple, BOSTON
I'urle.

I). M.

Eastern Stoamsfijp Company.
Portland Division.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
Faro

Superb

new

^1.as.

stoamers of this lino leave

Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
Franklin

7 I·. M.

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

Commencing Juno 11th, from Portland

at 8 ι·, m., and from Boston at 7 P. si.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Mo.
J.

F.

Franklin

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

they

to

remove

an

without bolts.

as

are

of

a

Variety Store, Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

SIMON STAHL,

i

put

50 cts.Down and 50 cts., w.«k..

Cleanse· and beautifies the hair,
For Coughs, Croup, Whooping Cough,
nutmeg. Put half a pint of
l'rumotes
luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Bcstoro Gray
"Boys," he said, "what would you nilk over the fire; rub together one )tc., One Minute Cough Cure is the
Hair to its Youthful Color.
all a young man who did his duty well
is because it
This
:hildren's
favorite.
two
tableand
of
butter
d;«citrs
li hair lulling.
Cures «calp
ablespoonful
nd bravely, without Hinching, expecting
flOo. and |1.".> at OmggliU
of flour, add them to the hot contains no opiate, is perfectly harmless,
ipoonfuls
ο great credit for it, and content to let
ailk; stir until you have a smooth paste; :astes good and cures. Sold by F. A.
there win the applauee of the multi- ake from the
Th«elr Opportunity.
fire; mix with the meat, I Shurtleff & Co.
ude?"
Pianos.
,nd turn out to cool. When cold, form
MIbs Fluffy—I made quite an lmpres"A base ball catcher," shouted the
She—Look dear! Papa's check will
nto croquettes. Beat one egg; add to it
I am still at the Andrews House,
ilon at the reception, didn't I? EveryCAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
oys.
me tablespoonful warm water, and beat : jay for onr wedding trip.
about me. South Paris, and selling tho Ouest pianos
The Duke—But what are we going to body seemed to be talking
I
'or
and
second
new
at
the
Price
gain. Dip croquettes first into this
»nd
and
hand,
Particulars address,
organs,
;
Candid Friend—They talked still more
On the first indication of kidney
I sell for
nixture, then into finely rolled bread- 1 io afterwards?
lowest pricos ever offered.
had
after
about
gone!
you
you
rouble, «top it by taking Foley'· Kid- rumba, and fry in smoking-hot fat.
Write for
:asb or on easy payments.
face and delightful
ey Cure. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
I have the best self
"hoy may be eaten plain or served with i you want a pretty
list of bargains.
The
§ecret.
air,
omato sauce.—New Idea.
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
Knicker—I hear you are engaged.
Rosy cheeks and lovely hair,
Wife—I found out something today to hear it.
It'· only an executive protocol; we' A cheap furniture polish may be made bedding trip across the soa,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
Ηαβthat I promised never to tell.
LOY S. EYSTER, South Paris, Maine,
aven't had the treaty ratified by ber> f equal parts of vinegar, turpentine and I Put your faith in Rooky Mouhtaln Tea.
I'm listening. I >r 211 Tremont St., Bo·ton, M*u.
Mad—Well,
go
ahead;
J f. ▲. Shurtlofl ά Co.; Orin Strona.
*
tther.
weet oil.

grating

the Collie.

beauty, superior intelligence

TO LET.

garden

Ε. H. PIKE,

DIRECT.

Foaled June 25,
Black colt, lar^e stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
Bred at Village Farm.
1002.
SiKKit iiy DiitKcr IIai., 2.01 1-4.
by Mambrino King, 127'.·.
Darn, Tho Countess

House of S rooms, stable and two
of la ·.<!, fruit trees, etc. All iu

Wanted.

WEST PARIS,

card t>> THE NEW-

DECORATE.

^

PEELED

postal

Horse in
Sired by Daui·: Dkvii., 2.00, by Μλμπκινό Kino, "The Handsomest
Jkwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.1! 1-2: Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwki..
hind ankle
King, (p) 2.1!· 1-2; Point Dexter. 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right
1». ·.
100 white. Foaled June S, 1S86. Bred at Viliage Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Jk.,
ι
Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; Olobe, 2.14
Record 2.2(5. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12
And 4»! others
Orvid, (ρ) 2.15 1-4: Wardwell, (ρ) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (ρ) 2.Ρ! 1-4;
in 2.30.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, SOITII

All customers hiking 500 pounds and
I.ess
over at one delivery *1.50 per ton.
than 500 pounds at one delivery $2.00 per
ton.

a

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

FAMILY TRADE.
15

^ gouts.
world, no going upstairs, and, finally,
W. O. KROTIttNUHAM, South
getting into bed. You merely lie*
FRENCH, Norway.
down ou your bed, which, with its
as
be
worth
is
so
to
betiding
simple
The bed Is a wooden
describing.
frame with a webbing laced across it,

es.

is a metropolitan
yowl as a daily,

until further notice.

110

and each bed has a thin cotton mat
tress. Over this one sheet Is spread,
and two pillows ρ ο to each bed.
That's all.
bolsters not being used.
Some people do not evert have the
mattress, preferring the coolness of a
piece of fine matting.

newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery < ai <-r
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Frida;-.
and contains all the most important news of The Dai \
its value.
Tribune, whicli is a guarantee
If you live in the village or on a farm and have η·
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toueh
> ,>·.·
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKI.\
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it ν
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

GOOD

Prices of Ice for season of 1900 and

MeClure's.

Golnji to bed in India is a very different process from going to bed at
home. To begin with, it is a far less
formal process.
There is in the hot
ne
season no shutting of the door,
cutting yourself off from the outer

AS

AS

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Λ Coimlilerntc J mi ce.

John Jacob Ast ir and his son rigidly
attended to business in the same ollice.
a little one story building in Prince
street, just east of Rroadway. Their
constant companion there was PitzGreene Ilaileck—Marco Hozzaris Halleek. Halleck became a clerk for Ast or
in 1S32 and worked seventeen years.
The employment, he himself said, was
not "profitable, but permanent." Asto.·
warned him when he began not to talk
to any one of his wealth. The two men
became great friends. Ilaileck spent
mouths with his patron at his country
seat and became one of the trustees of
the Astor library. The ρ jet frequently
rallied the old man on his wealth.
"Why, Mr. Astor," he would say. "if I
a year and was sure of It I
had
would be content." The great landowner took him at his word, and in it's
will, much to the amusement of luiiemian New York, left Halleck an annuity of $200.—Burton J. 11 end rick in

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
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Ely's Crenm Balm

A Kentucky congressman tells of η
considerate Judge in his state who
passed sentence on a man convicted of
luuKier. The judge said:
will be at Elm House, Norway,
"Mr. Douson, the jury says you are
let,and ist
the
law
and
of
says
you
murder,
guilty
Oflice
It is my wish that of each following month.
are to 1κ· banged.
ίο :3ο A. M. to 4 p. M.
the
river
on
Is
hours,
frien
all
and
your
you
know that It is not I who condemns
Eyes Examined free.
you. It is the jury and the Jaw, Mr.
Dodson. At what time, sir, would you

good dinner first."

KCeni^

Doses

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

SOUTH PARIS.

Tost-Dispatch.

off at any time. The judge continued:
"Mr. Dodson, it is a serious matter
to lie hanged. It can't happen to a man
but once in life unless the rope should
break before the neck is broken, and
you had better take ail the time you
can.
Hut since it makes no difference
to you you may hang four weeks from
today at 12 noon, but you may have a

of

Alb months old

L. M. TUFTS,

like to l»e hanged?"
The prisoner made answer that it
was a matter of indifference to him
and that he was prepared to lie swung

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Àlx. SrnnA

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

left of it now, your dispute may
well be forgotten. In the meantime If
you find auy more cigars, let me know,
and I will smoke them for you." And
with a merry laugh he plunged into
the river and swam away.—St. Louis

of
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Sepii and 0;l a specialty.

as

Signature

Jhape afOUnrSAMUILPtTCHKR
Pump/an. Seul"
*

Mouldings s,l.

Nichols St..

Bears the

Promotes Digcstion.Checrful·
ness and Rest.Contains neillier
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not ~N arc otic.

Picture Frames

in

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparation for As

High G ade Portrait Work

Waiter, this tablecloth is not clean."
Cut cooked cold fowl, beef, mutton,
"No, sir. But I dunno what wo kin
/eal or pork into dice; sprinkle with
do about it. We've turned it twice alme-half
teaspoonful Worcestershire ready."
Crimea Airiiliint Animal*.
iauce; to each pint allow one-half pint
"The cooks of today," wrote Yuan
)f sauce, made by rubbing together two
Johnson—Were you satisfied with
a Chinese author of the nineteenth
ablespoonfuls butter with one of flour: jrour uncle's will? Billings—Entirely. I Mel,
in
idd three-quarters of a cupful of milk; took the precaution to Decome the at- century, "think nothing of mixing
one soup the meat of chicken, duck, pip:
itir until hot, then pour over yolks of torney in the case.
hree hard-boiled eggs, rubbing until
aud-goose. But these chickens, ducks,
No good health unless the kidneys pigs and geese have doubtless souls,
iauce is smooth; add i'ie meat, '«easpoonul salt, grating of nutmeg, and dash of ire sound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes aud these souls will most certainly file
>epper; stand in hot water until mixture the kidneys right. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co. plaints In the next world of the way
Serve on toast.
recomes smoking hot.
they have beeu treated In tills. A good
Daisy—How do you treat a stupid man cook will use plenty of different dishBEEF CROQUETTES.
who admires you?
Chop sufficient cooked beef to make
>ne pint; add to it one teaspoonful salt,
me of onion juice, a dash of cayenne, a
[uarter of a teaspoonful of pepper and

The Kind You Have

Dyspepsia, Hearth;.·™. Sick Headache, a«i All Forms
IMal-Asslmilatlon are Cured by
of Indigestion
the True Ί. f." Kedlcice

&

BEdT

and assimilation
red blood and bone.
That's what Hollister's Rocky Mountain
Mince fine cooked beef, mutton, veal Tea will do. A tonic for the eick and
or chicken until it is almost smooth, weak.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A.
weigh, and for every pound put one cup- Shurtleff & Co.; Orin Stevens.
ful white bread-crumbs and one-half pint
"Most girls are crazy to marry," sneermilk over the fire; stir until boiling;
when cold, add to the moat and press all ed Bach to the maiden whom he susthrough a sieve; add the stiffly beaten pected of caring for him.
whites of five eggs, teaspoonful salt,
"They certainly are!" agreed she.
dash of white pepper; fill buttered tim- And then he thought quite a while over
ba'e molds or cups. Lay several thick- the inflection of her voice.
nesses of paper on the bottom of a pan;
Tired out, worn out woman cannot
set cups on this and fill pan with water;
eat or work; seems as if she
zover cups with a sheet of oiled paper sleep,
»nd bake in a moderate oven twenty would ily to pieces. Hollister's Rocky
nerves and
minutes. Invert on to a hot dish and Mountain Tea makes strong
rich blood. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets.
serve with a tomato or cream sauce.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.
MEAT

Indigestion

1,ver-

Mats, Mirrors

The C'li111>* Iloune of Common».
A speaker In the house of commons
has to address "the most chilling, nerve
destroying audience in the world."
Even such a cool beaded, seasoned oraTEN TEARS IN
tor as John Bright once said, toward
K. A. Gray, J. P. Oakville, Ind.,
the end of his career, too, 'i suppose 1
writes: "For ten years I was conflned to
to be ashamed of myself, luit the
my bed with disease of my kidneys. It ought
fact is that I never rise in the house
was so seveie that I could not move part
of the time. I consulted the very best without a trembling at the knees ami
medical skill avai'able, but could get no a secret wish that somebody else wouM
relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was catch the speaker's eye and enable ine
recommended to me. It has been a to sit down again." And Disraeli, who
Godsend to me." F. A. Shurtlcff & Co. boasted that he had 110
nerves, declarMr. Fleyme—Oh! Mr. Nocoyne, how ed: "The blare of trumpets, a thoulovely of you to bring me those beauti- sand lookers 0». have induced meu to
Ambition and
ful roses! How sweet they are—and how lead a forlorn hope.
fresh! 1 do believe there is a little dew one's constituents have induced men
on them.
to do a far more desperate thingMr. Nocoyne—W-well, yee—there is,
in the house of commons."—Lonspeak
it
but
I'll
about lifty cents, I think;
pay
don Mail.
to-morrow.

sauce.

For Infants and Children.

—

cat."
Then he struck a match and lit the
cigar and p: Ted away right merrily.

FERERS.
Daniel Bante of Otterville,
Iowa,
writes, "I bave bad asthma for three or
the
all
about
tried
and
have
four years
cough and asthma cures in the market
and have received treatme'it from physiHE PUFFED AWAY BIGHT SI Eli KILY.
cians in New York and other cities, but
was consumed
got very little benefit until I tried Gradually the cigar
Foley's Honey and Tar which gave me while the two animals waited impaimmediate relief and I will never be. tiently for the verdict When the cigar
witho.it it in my house. I sincerely became so short that it nearly burned
rrcommend it to all." F. A. Shurtleff & the crocodile's mouth he said:
Co.
".Vy friends, it is impossible for me
whether this is a good cigar or
Sorry for it. The midnight hour was Λ» tell
stood in the a bad cigar, and, as there is nothing
as

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure

family

and biliousness and all
Arising from a ailments arising from
disordered stomach
Stomach
and bowels. It surely
Mr. and Mrs.
has no equal for us."
Me.
Wills,
H.
Farmington,
John

SUF-

the^

torPid

Years—

For All Troubles

DeWitt's Litthe long sought

wastingawayT

Key to the Tuasler.
No. 120.
Triangle: I. Raphael. 2.
Aboard. 3. Point. 4. Hand. 5. Art.
G. Ed. 7. L.
No. 121.—Geographical Puzzle: Canada. Cape Colony.
No. 122.—Charades: 1. Mem, brainmembrane. 2. You, knit—uuit.
No. 123.—Transpositions: 1. Rife, Are.
2. Sear, eras. 3. Babe, abbe. 4. Tans,
snap. 5. Like, Kiel. G. Sure, user. 7.
Loot. tool. 8. More, Rome. 0. Scar,
11. Rent. tern.
cars.
10. Kids, skid.
12. Role, lore. 13. Tone. note.
No. 124.—Jumbled Colleges: 1. Wells.
5.
4. Brown.
2. Yule. 3. Harvard.
Hamilton. «'·. Oberlin. 7. Cornell. 8.
Union. 0. Mount Holyoke.
No. 125.—Word Square: 1. Peach. 2.
Endue. 3. Adore. 4. Cured. 5. llecds.
No. 12»».—Hearts and Tails: Prone,
crony, front, drone, wrong.
No. 127.—Syncoi>ations: Wield, wild.

forty

gripe ano make
tle Early Risers brought
perfect." Sola by F.
allspice, one sliced onion, one-quarter relief. TheyAare
Co.
bay-leaf, one tablespoonful minced pare- A. Shurtleff
ley, one carrot eliced, one cupful vinegat.
When a Boston lawyer recently crossCover and let stand twenty-four hours,
asked if on "the
turning once in a while. At the end of examined a witness, he witness had not
this time brown the meat in a little salt night in question" the
"That's
of
pork fat and turn the contents of the taken several drinks whiskey.
bowl into a granite kettle with one pint my business," the witness remarked
of hot water. Cover and simmer for with indignation. "I know it is your
business," the lawyer quickly replied,
one hour; then add one teaspoonful salt,
to it?"
one-quarter teaspoonful pepper, and "but were you attending
me

Catarrh of the

NOTICE.
All bills contracted against the towu of l'arls
labor or materl-il. we
either
on the highway,
want presented for payment on or before the let
month
οι
everv
•lay
Respectfully.
SELECTMEN OF PARIS

,

our

medicine for headache,

Medldoe for

constipation, Sick Headache, Biliousness, etc. They never gripe or
sicken, but impart early rising energy.
Good for either children or adults. Bob
Moore, La Payette, Intl., says: "No use
talking, DeWitt's Little Early Risers do
their Trork. All other pills I have used

Indigestion Causes

ι

has been

CASTORIA

^^ΤίΐΜ.ιίΛΜΜίί^···^

"It Is with pleasure that I can give
*L. F.'
you my testimonial for the True
For forty years It
Atwood's Bitters.

cure

Cut the cooked meat into dice and
it in enough hot water to cover;
they see cause.
simmer until thoroughly heated, then
c ο ο ο ο ο ·
WALTKK L. MKKUILL, late of Hartford,
COUNTY OF OXFORD, ss.
add any left-over gravy or sauce, or,
dec -ased ; first account presented fur allowance
Board of County Commissioners, Mav session,
DlxK^auls name something that af- lacking this, thicken with Hour and but
by W. II. Watsou, administrator.
1H»6.
weather.
in
much
fords
they
good
ter rubbed to a paste.
One tablespoon- coming on apace
pleasure
I'FoN the foregoing petition, satisfactory ev!
CHARLES Κ I>A Y, late of lllram, decease·!; j
Crosswords; 1. Hiding in a boat. 2. ful of butter to two of flour will thicken hall.
dence having been received that the petitioner- tir-t account presented for allowance by Llew
"And this is to be the end of it ail, is
art' responsible, and that Inquiry into the merit.» ellyn A. Wadswortb, administrator.
What a fisherman enjoys. 3. To draw one pint of stew sufficiently. Brown one
of their application is expedient,* It 18 >κι>κκκι>,
sliced onion and add.
Season with it?" he queried.
John PI EK E, late of Hiram, deceased;.final or
a resemblance of something.
that the Counts' Commissioners meet at the
paint
L.1
Ellen
"It is," she answered coldly. "Fareminced parsley, celery salt and pepper.
office of the selectmen In Oxfon! \ Huge. on account presented for allowance by
4. Λ great city. 5. Λ wonder or won
forever."
well
Thursday, August 10, 1£05, at nine of the Pierce, executrix.
Just
before
balls
add
forcemeat
dishing
7
G. A lame person.
clock, Α. Manil thence proceed to view the
WARREN CHARLES, late of LoveU, de- derful thing.
"Farewell," he answered.
to the stew.
route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
for allowance bv : Titl·? of a novel by Walter Scott.
account
tlr-t
presented
reased;
Three seconds later he was half-way
after which view a hearing of the parties anil H. Ella
Charles, administrator with the will
FORCEMEAT BALLS.
at <«me condown the front steps.
their witnesses will be had
annexed.
such
and
In the vicinity
venient place
No. 131.—KI»k'h Move Puzzle.
Chop any left over vegetables very
"Say," she called after him, "don't
In 'the
taken
premise- ADDISON E. HERRICK. Judge of said Court.
measures
other
fine, measure and add half as much forget to bring me a box of chocolate
as the commissioners shall judge proper. Anil
A true copy—attest :
to-morrow
bread crumbs, and, if whole measures caramels when you come
ALBERT D. PARK. ResUtcr.
It le further Okhekku, that notice of the time,
plare and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
one pint, one egg-yolk will be sufficient
night."
aforesaid be given to all persons and corpora
to blend it. Season to euit with pepper
tlons Interested, by causing attested copies of
WAS
and salt; roll into balls about the size of
•aid petition, and "of this order thereon, to In
of
Oxfonl,
town
the
of
served upon the clerk
The following letter from Robert R.
large marbles and drop into a deep ketand also posted up lu three public places In
tle of boiling water; when they rise to Watts, of Salem, Mo., is instructive.
said town, anil published three weeks succesthe top
are ready to remove.
"I have been troubled with kidney dissively In the Oxfonl Democrat, a newspaper
Ox
said County of
For many years it has been supposed that I
printed at Parts, In
I lost flesh
ease for the last five years.
SUMMER STEW.
ion I, the tlrst of said publications, and each
the Stomach caused indigestion
of
Catarrh
and never felt well and doctored with
o.' the other notices, to be made, genre·! aud
truth is exactly the
the
but
and
This
be
made
from
left-over
cookof
time
said
before
dyspepsia,
may
posted, at least thirty days
leading physicians and tried all remeed meat, in which case the meat needs dies
meeting, to the end that all persons and corpora
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Resuggested without relief. Finally
shew
and
cause.
there
and
I
tions may then
appear
peated attacks of Indigestion inflames the
only reheating. For uncooked meat I tried Foley's K'drey Cure and less
If any they have, why the prayer of said petl
and
mucous membranes lining the stomach
proceed as follows: One pound of than two bottles completely cured me
tloners should not be "granted.
ATTKST —CJI.VRI.ES F. WHITMAN,Clerk.
exposes the nerves of the stomach, thus causround, rump, neck, skirt or flank steak and I am now sound and well." F. A.
A true copy of said petition and onlcr of court
of
Instead
cut into small cubes; drop into hot pork Shurtleff A Co.
ing the glands to secrete mucin
thereon.
This is
the juices of natural digestion.
fat and brown thoroughly to keep the
ΔΤΤΚ3Τ -CHARLE> F WHITMAN, Clerk.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.
Disarming Suspicion. "How's this?"
juices in, then cover with boiling water
and simmer for an hour; add a little said G'umso to Cawker as they sat down
To the County Commissioners υί < >xford Count),
salt and continue cooking until almost to the annual banquet of the Allied Sons
state of Maine :
Your» |K»tltloner>t would res|iectfully represent
tender; now add one carrot chopped fine, of Liberty. "There's no wine on the
relieves all inflammation of the mucous
that the public convenience ami wants require
half a dozen glasses are at
membranes lining the stomach, protects the contain the names of forty-two ani- one onion shaved thin, one tablespoonful menu, but
that a 3 ro<l roa<l ami highway should lie laiu out
each place."
four
minced parsley,
tablespoonfuls
ami built or Improved with such change-) or Imbe
out
nerves, ar.d cures bad breath, sour risings,
mals.
by
spelled
They may
"The menu is to take home to our
one teaspoonful curry-powder;
provements. continuances or dlseonilniunccs
a sense of fullness after eating, indigesUon,
what is kmnvu in chess as the "king's catchup,
advUable fur the public
as you may deem
simmer until meat is tender, then thicken wives," was the satisfactory explanation.
stomach troubles.
all
th··
and
at
Beginning
convenience.
ami
at
a
time
dyspepsia
good
move"—namely, one square
dish up in a wreath of boiled rice.
state line, near fhe resilience of Choeter Lewis,
What You Eat In any direction. Thus, from the first and
PENETRATES.
Kodol
or TIIE SALVE ΤΠΑΤ
on the wept side nt the Stco river, the road leadGarnish with parsley, watercress
Sweet.
west
the
on
Stomach
the
Make
In* via of the Universalis chapel
Ο on tl·" second line one could move to celery foliage.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve penetrates
»|i e via of North Fryeburg t·. cunnect with the
Bottles only. Re«u.ar size. S ! 00. holding 2S time*
tho pores of the skin, and by its antisepΧ. Χ, Y. I., F, U, I or S. Indicating the
county roail near the resilience of Dexter
the trial size, which sells for 50 cents.
BKKF ΙΊΚ.
Walker, sal·! roa>l that Is to be built or Improve·I Prepared by E. O. DeWlTT A CO., Chicago, IIL mov« s by the numbers in the squares.
tic, rubifocient and healing influence it
of
In
the
town
Fryeburg.
To each pint of cooked beef, cut into subdues inflammation and cures Boils,
upon Is wholly
11. 1 is o.\; dog would be 7Γ», <Γ», 5G.—St.
Sold by r. A. Shurtleff A Co.
l'aie·! at Fryeburg. June 3d, UuS.
small pieces, add one teaspoonful celery Burns, Cuts, Eczema, Tetter, Ring Worm
W. M. CHARLlS.et a!».
Nicholas.
salt, one tablespoonful minced parsley, and all skin diseases. A specific for
ΛΌΤ11Έ or KOUKCLOM'KE.
a few drops of Worcestershire sauce, any
blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
ni
amer
Χ
ΕηΙκηι·.
of
ο.
133.—Χ
K.
I
Koye, formerly
WHEIIKA8, Kiorlan
left-over gravy or a little hot water; Piles. The original and genuine Witch
[8LAL.|
tin· county of tisflura aud Stan of
Γ
I*
Hartford,
to
MAINE.
OK
after
1-2-3-4
STATE
IIt> needed
listening
is
until
meat
simmer
Awin·
V
o<
heated,
la
the
now
of
cewtr
thoroughly
Hazel Salve is made by E. C. DeWitt
ubare.
j Maine, »n i -al l *late of Maine, hy his mortgage tin· 5-«;-7-S-'> 10-11. for the 1-2-3-4-5-0-7! -eoggln
COUNTY OF OXFORD, h.h.
thickening it with Hour as it is cooking; Λ- Co. and sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
<1
it ··'. the twenty !lr»t «lav of April. A. D.
dec
session,
8-0-1011 of his strength.
Board of County Commissioner!», May
then put in a deep dish and cover with a
an·I recorded In the Oxford Registry of
ΙίλΑ, heli' by ailjourument June 13, l'.oii.
The Crowning Glory. She was standbiscuit dougb rolled one-half inch thick;
Deeds huok Λί3, page 177, conveyed to me, the
I 1ΌΝ the foregoing iietltiou, satisfactory eviή·»1
situ
estate
of
a
c-rtaln
parcel
11 Idtleu Inaccta.
Xo.
bake in a moderate oven until dough is ing in front of the mirror in her boudoir.
dence haviuic been receive·! tliat the petitioners undersigned,
at <1 In -aid llanfonl, In the county of Oxfonl,
are respoiisiole, ami that ln<|ulry Into the merits I
"My hair," said she to herself "is my
1. I wonder if lye Is Rood for use for done; run a knife around basin to loosen
land <letterlbe<l a» follow*: A certain parce) of
of tlielr application I-· expedient, IT 18 OKIiLKKl».
laud with building* thereon situated tu said that
crust; invert on to a hot dish; drop bits crowning glory."
purpose.
that the County Commissioners meet at the post
I Hartford, In the village of Κ η at Sumner, so-callof butter over and garnish with parsley;
"But," she continued, "uneasy lies the
υllice at North Fryeburg, In said county, on Tues
2. I iiui sure you will be ever rememed, and being the pr· -mises occupied by said
head that wears a crown."
■ lay, August 15th, 1! β, at ten of the clock, Λ M.,
serve immediately.
the
And
whereas
a
blacksmith
as
shop.
deed.
Koye
do
this
if
mentioned
bered
you
and thence proceed to view the route
So she took it off and laid it carefully j
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
In said petition, tmu<edla.ely after which view
3. l'hilip ran to help the old lady out
JELLIED MEAT.
therefore, l>y rea-on of tue breach of the
over the back of a chair.
a hearing of the
parties and their wituea* now,
1
said
a
condltlou
claim
foreclosure
of
thereof
of her carriage.
es will be had at some couvenlent place lu the viOne quart minced meat. Prepare a
cinity and such other me..sures taken in the mortgage.
4. Kid you say Peter was perfectly tomato jelly as follows: Put contents of
ORLANDO IRISH.
.Juue t>
premises as the Commissioners shall judge l>rop I
Important to Mother·.
willing to go?
And It is further θκι>κκκι>, that notice of
er.
two-pound can of tomatoes in kettle with Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
the time, f lace and uurpose of the Commissioners'
six cloves, one-half bay-leaf, six sprigs
a aafe and sure remedy for Infanta and children.
meeting aforesaid lie given to all persons and cor
The Answer.
parsley, sliced onion; stow twenty
|kirations Interested, by causing atteste·I copies
(live me a minutes, counting from the time it beExamining Clergyman
of said petition and of this order thereon to be
o(
towu
of the
the clerk
nerved upon
proof from Scripture that having more gins to stew; then strain and add one
Fryeburg, lu said County, aud also posted
than
one wife is unlawful.
teaspoonful celery salt, a dash of pepsaid
towu,
lu
In
three
places
public
up'
and published three weeks successively In the
man can serve two mas- per, one-quarter cupful sharp vinegar,
Student—No
30 Yeara.
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed at I'aris
one-quarter package gelatin, softened in In Use For Over
ters.
In said County of Oxford, the drst of said
The Kind You Hare Always Bought.
cold water; return to the kettle and stir
publications, anil each of the other notices, to be
Pack the
until gelatin ie dissolved.
ma·le, served and poste·!, at least thirty days beEccentric Genlaa.
fore said time of meeting, to the end that a!
meat into a bowl or mold, moistening
there
ami
then
and
without
ec"You
can't
have
may
corporations
genius
persons
Marriage a Success. Foreign Visitor.
the meat with the tomato liquid until all
appear and show cause. If any they have, why
When —"I am told that American marriages
centricity."
is used; set on ice until firm.
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
"That may be so, but Pve noticed ready to use, dip dish in hot water for a are generally happy."
granted.
The
Αττκβτ:—CHAULES F. WHITMAN. Clerk
Mr. Gotham—40h, perfectly.
that it's posihle to have a good deal of few seconds; then invert on to a bed of
A true copy of said i'etltlou and Order of
husband is devoted to business, the wife
lettuce or watercress.
Court thereon.
without much genius."
eccentricity
to society and they hardly ever meet."
ATTKiiT:—CHARLES F. W HITMAN. Clerk.

[8EAL.1

j

"But," asked the city girl, "where's kind," said the wildcat.
the other one?"
"Very well," said the crocodile. "I
"What other one?"
will try the cigar, and if It Is a good
of
a
quartette " one I will give It to the tiger, and If it
"Why, there's always
them to sing the Old Oaken Bucket,'
bottle
is h bad one I will give it to the wildisn't there?"

a

ο

Belching,

replied

platter garnished with cress or parsley.
A litle study on the part of the housekeeper, whether she has a cook or is the
queen of her own kitchen, in preparing
summer meat dishes, will bring her very
desirable results. In laying in her

letter of the simmer until tender. Watch that the
meat does not
but
enough
alphabet to twenty quires of paper moisture need beburn, on it only
to prevent it
kept
aud made a vision of sleep.
from scorching, as this meat must not
be converted into a boiled piece. When
No. 133.—DIukouuI.
tender, remove it from the kettle, reject#000000
ing the vegetables. Let the meat become cold and serve it on a bed of letο · ο ο ο ο ο
tuce with sliced cucumbers.
A

Dyspepsia,

Judge Crocodile

ΤΙ» True "L F."

Kodol
Stomach, Weak Heart, etc.
During the summer, the average houseCure for what is sometimes
wife dislikes a roasting fire, but a roast Dyspepsia
national
called America's
disease—Dysof meat seems inevitable at least once a
pepsia—is destined to eventually work a crocodile.
week. If the wife determines not to be wonderful
and lasting benefit to sufferers
a slave to the kitchen she will manage
"Yes," they replied together.
from this distressing and mind harassing
to roast this cut on the day of her bak"I claim it because I have been a
Sold by P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
conditio^.
ing, which in most families is Saturday.
good little fellow," said the tiger.
very
had
roast
be
Then on Sunday a cold
may
"Them three men?" Farmer Border
1 claim it because I am a bad
"And
on
a
fresh
served
for dinner, daintily
to our question. "Them's our

No. ISO.—Deonpltatlonn.
Entire I am found in every home.
Behead me and I am what many people would like to own. Restore my
head; now curtail me. ami I am the
COM) MEAT Λ I.A MOD·.
best of everything. Curtail me again,
Put three pounds of the rump or
Bedoes.
and I am what everyl»ody
round of beef into a bowl with a tablehead me, and I am what everybody has. spoonful each of cinnamon, cloves, mace,

horse and sometimes \vn unable even
My condition was critto ride in a car.
ical when 1 sent for Doau's Kidney l'ills.
I used three boxes and they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere and do as much
or
I
Inside
for
Finish
of
If In want of any kind
1
I sleep well and feel no disas anybody.
Outilile work. κηΊ In your oniere. Cine Lum
ber and Shingle· on han<t Cheap for Cash.
comfort at all."
A FlîEE TRIAL of this great kidney
and Job Work. medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of

E.

dispensable

7. My 1, II. S, 9, 10 are a daily register.
8. My 3, 8, 9, 4 are a carriage with
two wheels.
9. My 4. 5, 7 are a useful metal.

a

Matched Marl Wood K'.oor Boanls for sale.

129.—Arlthnioicraph.
I am a word of ten letters. I am into students and authors

ing.

ever

suffered as I
did and lived.
The pain in my
so
was
back
bad that I
could not sleep
I
η i g h t.
a t
could not ride

E. W. « HWltl.KK.

I

man

Go to pussy for the on*.
"Hunt" or "follow" shows the two;
Join th«^n both as I have done
And tlhd what customers will do.

ful fish.
3. May 7, ·', and my 7, G, 4 are signs
of negation.
4. My 9. S, 4 are an unpleasant and
destructive little animal.
Γι. My 3, (5, 9. 7 are useful for food.
G. My 9, G, S, 1 are a way for travel-

n

QÛALITY VS. QUANTITY.
An Animal story Per
Hard muscles and strong body do not
Little Polks
on tbe quantity of food you eat,
built
the
to
depend
of
lnteroat
on
OomtfBondenoe
topic*
but on its perfect digestion and proper
la solicited. Addreee : Editor Ηοι«*ΑΚ*ιυ»
M
nineParla.
Demoont.
Kodol
Oxford
Colukk,
assimilation. When you take
the
Dyspepsia Cure your system gets all eat.
Meat Dishes for Summer Days. nourishment out of all the food you
It digests what you eat regardless of ti?e
In winter, heat producing foods are a
condition of the stomach and conveys the
menu
the
in
summer
but
necessity,
There was a dispute between a wildnutrient properties to the blood and tisshould contain foods which create the
This builds up and strengthens cat and a young tiger as to who should
sues.
least heat, and, consequently, cold or
Kodol cures Indithe entire system.
smoke a cigar they found one day, and
light meats are better than heavy, hot
Sonr

homemakebs column.

I

My

to

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

i

No.

cure my kidey s. I do
not think that

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

τ

No. 128.—Charade.

are

odd patterns and clean

to close out

Γ*

Half This Man's Sufferings Would
Have Killed Many a Person,

—

Carpetsj

Wool

***

* **

